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Preface to the First Edition 

We began to think, talk, and write about the history of scientific 
objectivity when we both had the good fortune to be fellows at the 
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford in 
1989-1990; we recall the Center's support and stimulating lunch
time discussions with gratitude undimmed by the intervening years. 
The article that resulted from that collaboration was published as 
"The Image of Objectivity:'! Both of us then turned to other projects 
far removed from objectivity - or so we thought. 

Yet as one of us wrote about twentieth-century physics and the 
other about early modern natural philosophy, we both kept watch 
for hints and clues concerning the prologue and aftermath of the 
remarkable emergence of scientific objectivity in the nineteenth 
century. Each of us kept files of scattered references and wrote occa
sional articles on the subject; we exchanged ideas whenever happy 
circumstances brought us together and at some point - neither of us 
can quite pinpoint when - decided we would broaden our article 
into a book. We were able to sustain the fond illusion of a simple 
accordion-like "expansion" until 1999, when we b~gan to see how 
inextricably tied conceptions of the self were to the right depiction 
of nature. Slowly it dawned on us that wholesale rethinking, not just 
rewriting and more research, would be needed to understand the 
history of scientific objectivity - and its alternatives. It was then that 
we began to work in earnest together (in 2001-2002 in Berlin and 
2002- 2003 in Cambridge, Massachusetts). Chapters were plotted, 
researched, and written - only to be ultimately discarded. In our 
more despairing moments, we felt as if we had undertaken to write 
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human knowledge. PROLOGUE 

very gradually, we dIscerned shape and contours amid 
Our topics of study objectivity, but also the atlas of 

scientific images - overflowed the usual boundaries that organize 
the history of science, straddling periods and disciplines. The history 
of objectivity and its alternatives, moreover, contradicted the struc
ture of most narratives about the development of the sciences. Ours 
turns out to be less a story of rupture than one of reconfiguration. 
We nonetheless came to believe that the history of objectivity had 
its own coherence and rhythm, as well as its own distinctive patterns 
of explanation. At its heart were ways of seeing that were at once 
social, epistemological, and ethical: collectively learned, they did not 
owe their existence to any individual, to any laboratory, or even to 
any discipline. 

We came to understand this image history of objectivity as an 
account of kinds of sight. Atlases had implications for who the scien
tist aspired to be, for how knowledge was most securely acquired, 
and for what kinds of things there were in the world. To embrace 
objectivity - or one of its alternatives - was not only to practice a 
science but also to pattern a self. Objectivity came to seem at once 
stranger - more specific, less obvious, more recently historical- and 
deeper, etched into the very act of scientific seeing, than we had ever 
suspected. 
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Objectivity Shock 

He lit his laboratory with a powerful millisecond flash - poring over 
every stage of the impact of a liquid drop, using the latent image 
pressed into his retina to create a freeze-frame "historical" sequence 
of images a few thousandths of a second apart. (See figure P.I.) Bit by 
bit, beginning in 1875, the British physicist Arthur Worthington suc
ceeded in juxtaposing key moments, untangling the complex process 
of fluid flow into a systematic, visual classification. Sometimes the 
rim thrown up by the droplet would close to form a bubble; in other 
circumstances, the return wave would shoot a liquid jet high into the 
air. Ribs and arms, bubbles and spouts - Worthington's compendium 
of droplet images launched a branch of fluid dynamiCS that continued 
more than a century later. For Worthington himself, the subject had 
always been, as he endlessly repeated, a physical system marked 
the beauty of its perfect symmetry. 

Perfect symmetry made sense. Even if it 
after the spark 

- not a helter-skelter 
Thousands of times he had let splash mer

some into liquid, others onto hard surfaces. In 
made immediately after the bright flash of an 

he had captured an evanescent morphology of nature. 
through a pictorial taxon omy, explanation of the major 

outcomes finally science emerged from a kind of fluid flow that had 
eluded experiment. 
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Fig. 2. 

A"~ 

Fig. P.l. Symmetrical Vision. Arthur Worthington, "A Second Paper on the Forms 

Assumed by Drops of Liquids Fall i ng Vertically on a Horizontal Plate," Proceedings of the 

Royal Society 25 (1877), p. 500, figs. 1-4. Tumbling from a height of 78 millimeters, 

Worthington's mercury drops hit a clean glass plate. Just after first impact (fig. I), "rays 

too numerous to allow of an estimate of their number" race out from the contact point. 

By the time of fig. 3, the "symmetrically disposed" rays coalesce "most often" into 

twenty-four arms; in fig. 4, these arms, overtaken by mercury, reach maximum spread. In 

addition, Worthington published numerous Singular events ("variations"), but none that 

violated the ideal, absolute symmetry he saw "behind" any particular defective splash. 

PROLOGU 

For years, Worthington had relied on the images left on his retina 
by the flash. Then, in spring 1894, he finally succeeded in stopping 
the droplet's splash with a photograph. Symmetry shattered. Wor
thington said, "The first comment that anyone would make is that 
the photographs, while they bear out the drawings in many details, 
show greater irregularity than the drawings would have led one to 
expecCI But if the symmetrical drawings and the irregular shadow 
photographs clashed, one had to go. As Worthington told his Lon
don audience, brighter lights and faster plates offered "an objective 
view" of the splash, which he then had drawn and etched (see figure 
P. 2).2 There was a shock in this new, imperfect nature, a sudden con
frontation with the broken particularity of the phenomenon he had 
studied since 1875. Plunged into. doubt, Worthington asked how it 
could have been that, for so many years, he had been depicting noth
ing but idealized mirages, however beautifully symmetrical. 

No apparatus was perfect, Worthington knew. His wasn't, and 
he said so. Even when everything was set to show a particular stage of 
the splash, there were variations from one drop to the next. Some of 
this visual scatter was due to the instrument, mainly when the drop 
adhered a bit to the watch glass from which it felL In its subsequent 
oscillations the drop hit the surface already flattened or elongated. It 
had seemed perfectly obvious - in nearly two decades Worthington 

never commented on it in print that one always had to choose 
among the many images taken at any stage in order to get behind vari
ations to the norm. Accidents happen all the time. Why publish them? 

Worthington wrote, "I have to confess that in looking over my 
original draWings I find records of many irregular or unsymmetrical 
figures, yet in compiling the history it has been inevitable that these 
should be rejected, if only because identical irregularities never 
recur. Thus the mind of the observer is filled with an ideal splash
an Auto-Splash whose perfection may never be actually realized."i 
This was not a case of bad or a failed experiment - Worthington 
had sketched those asymmetrical drawings with his own hand, care-

deliberately. The published, symmetrical "histories" had been 
successes - the triumph of probing idealization over mere mishaps: 
"Some judgment is required in selecting a consecutive series of 
drawings. The only way is to make a considerable number of draw
ings of each stage, and then to pick out a consecutive series. Now, 
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Fig. P.2. Objective Splash. Engraving of "instantaneous photographs." Arthur 

Worthington, "The Splash of a Drop and Allied Phenomena," Proceedings of the Royal 

Institution 14 (189395), opp. p. 302, ser. 13. Presented at the weekly evening meet

ing. May 18, 1894. A milk drop splashes against a smoked glass plate, running toward 

the edges without adhesion just as mercury did (although without the hard-to-photograph 

reflectivity of the mercury surface). But now Worthington has restrained himself and is no 

longer struggling to see the ideal or "type" reality behind the manifest image he called 

his asymmetrical images-as-they-were-recorded "objective views." 

PROLOGUE 

whenever judgment has to be used, there is room for error of judg
ment, and ... it is impossible to put together the drawings so as to 
tell a consecutive story, without being guided by some theory.... 
You will therefore be good enough to remember that this chronicle 
of the events of a tenth of a second is not a mechanical record but is 
presented by a fallible human historian."4 But now he belatedly came 
to see his fallible, painstaking efforts of twenty years to impose reg
ularity as counting for less than "a mechanical record," a kind of 
blind sight that would not shun asymmetry or imperfection. Now, 

before, he regretted the all-too-human decisions required to 
retrieve the phenomenon masked by variations. And only now did 
that judgment strike him as treacherous. 

had seen 
forms of nature as an essential feature of 

drops. All those asymmetrical images had stayed in the 
not one appeared in his many scientific publications. In this 
he was anything but alone - over the long course of making 
atic study of myriad scientific domains, the choice of the perfect over 
the imperfect had become profoundly entrenched. From anatomical 
structures to zoo physiological crystals, idealization had long been 
the governing order. Why would anyone choose as the bottom-line 
image of the human thorax one including a broken left rib? Who 
could want the image of record of a rhomboid crystal to contain a 
chip? What long future of science would ever need a "malformed" 
snowflake that violated its six-fold symmetry, a microscopic image 

an optical artifact of the lens, or a clover with an insect-torn 
leaf? But after his 1894 shock, Worthington instead began to ask 

- and ap-ain he was not alone - how he and others for so long 
eyes for a perfection that wasn't 

after he first etched drawings of 
splashes, reeling from the impact, it eased the 
of the transformation to demote the older epistemological ideal to 
the merely psychological. Perhaps, speculated in 1895, it 
been the mind's tendency to integrate variations back into regularity. 
Perhaps it was an overactive attentiveness to a regular subsection 
of the splash wrongly generalized to the whole. "In several cases, 
I have been able to observe with the naked eye a splash that was 
also photographed," he said, noting in his record book that the event 
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was "quite regular," although, on later inspection, the photograph 
showed the splash to be anything but symmetricaLS What had been a 
high-order scientific virtue - tracking and documenting the essen
tial, ideal "Auto-Splash" - became a psychological fault, a defect in 
perception. 

Now, in 1895, Worthington told his audience that the earlier 
images of perfect drops had to be discarded. In their place, he 
wanted images that depicted the physical world in its full-blown 
complexity, its asymmetrical individuality - in what he called, for 
short, "an objective view:'6 Only this would provide knowledge of 
what he considered "real, as opposed to imaginary fluids:'7 

Worthington's conversion to the "objective view" is emblematic 
of a sea change in the observational sciences. Over the course of the 
nineteenth century other scientists, from astronomers probing the 
very large to bacteriologists peering at the very small, also began 
questioning their own traditions of idealizing representation in the 
preparation of their atlases and handbooks. What had been a su
premely admirable aspiration for so long, the stripping away of 
accidental to find the essential, became a scientific vice. 

This book is about the creation of a new epistemic virtue - scien
tific objectivity that drove scientists to rewrite and re-image the 
guides that divide nature into its fundamental objects. It is about the 
search for that new form of unprejudiced, unthinking, blind sip-ht we 
call scientific objectivity. 

16 
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Epistemologies of the Eye 

Blind Sinht 
Scientific objectivity has a histoFY. Objectivity has not always de
fined science. Nor is objectivity the same as truth or certainty, and it 
is younger than both. Objectivity preserves the artifact or variation 
that would have been erased in the name of truth; it scruples to filter 
out the noise that undermines certainty. To be objective is to aspire 
to knowledge that bears no trace of the knower - knowledge un
marked by prejudice or skill, fantasy or judgment, wishing or striv
ing. Objectivity is blind sight, seeing without inference, interpretation, 
or intelligence. Only in the mid-nineteenth century did scientists 
begin to yearn for this blind sight, the "objective view" that em
braces accidents and asymmetries, Arthur Worthington's shattered 
splash-coronet. This book is about how and why objectivity emerged 
as a new way of studying nature, and of being a scientist. 

Since the nineteenth century, objectivity has had its prophets, 
philosophers, and preachers. But its specificity - and its strangeness 
- is most clearly seen in the everyday work of its practitioners: liter
ally seen, in the essential practice of scientific image-making. Mak
ing pictures is not the only practice that has served scientific objec
tivity: an armamentarium of other techniques, including inference 
statistics, double-blind clinical trials, and self-registering instru
ments, have been enlisted to hold subjectivity at bay. I But none is as 
old and ubiquitous as image making. We have chosen to tell the his
tory of scientific objectivity through pictures drawn from the long 
tradition of scientific atlases, those select collections of images that 
identify a diScipline's most significant objects of inquiry. 

Look, if you will, at these three images from scientific atlases: the 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Trained Judgment 

The Uneasiness ofMechanical Reproduction 
In 1905, the radiologist Rudolf Grashey and a number of his contem
poraries could no longer contain the many in the one. For them, the 
link to the multitude of variants could not be held in any single rep
resentation, be it ideal, typical, or characteristic. Instead, the most a 
picture could do was serve as a signpost, announcing that this or that 
individual anatomical configuration stood in the domain of the nor
mal. By the 1930s, Grashey was relentless in his analysis of errors 
that could be produced through the naive use of the x-ray. But be
yond any particular problem of distortion or spurious juxtaposi
tion, Grashey attacked a more fundamental difficulty associated with 
the use of individual photographs to demarcate the normal from 
the pathological. The problem is this: If one is committed, as was 
Grashey, to the mechanical registration of images of individuals, then 
how can one distinguish between variations within the bounds of the 

variations that transgress normalcy and enter the ter
~'~5'~U" Grashey's own solution was to elevate the 

most striking of such rare deviations to a place ofhol)or (Ehrenplatz) 
in the x-ray laboratory.l They would then serve as boundary posts of 
the normal, gUiding the diagnostician away from false attributions of 
pathology. In the early 19005, moreover, the metaphysical position 
underlying Grashey's view was widespread: no single scientist 
capture a category, whether it was composed of normal skulls or 
about anything c1se. The implicit nominalist metaphysics that had 
prevailed under mechanical objectivity for much of the late nine
teenth century was destabilizing (see figure 6.1). 
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Fig. 6.1. A Normal Variant. Rudolf Grashey, At/as typischer Rontgenbi/der vom norma/en 

Menschen, 6th ed. (Munich: Lehmann, 1939). Grashey transferred classification from 

author to reader by publishing a series of "wanted posters" (Steckbriefe) that illustrated 

the far reaches of the normal and thereby distfnguished the normal-with all its varia
tions - from the pathological. 

TRAIN D JUOGM NT 

This chapter describes how the ambition to produce an objective 
image mechanically came to be supplemented by a strategy that 
explicitly acknowledged the need to employ trained judgment in 
making and using images. Slowly at first and then more frequently, 
twentieth-century scientists stressed the necessity of seeing scientif
ically through an interpretive eye; they were after an interpreted 
image that became, at the very least, a necessary addition to the per
ceived inadequacy of the mechanical one - but often they were more 
than that. The use of trained judgment in handling images became a 
guiding principle of atlas making in its own right. Where the eigh
teenth-century atlas maker took it as obvious that idealization was 
precisely what was called for, by the mid-nineteenth century many 
scientists considered idealization anathema. But the history of epis· 
temic virtues did not stand stilL In the early twentieth century, a 
widening circle of scientists in diverse disciplines began to chafe 

the constraints of the mechanical image, even while the old 
forms of scientific sight persisted. In short, a new possibility arose: 
judgment-inflected vision as a goal for scientific sight. 

Along with this new form of seeing and new status of depiction 
came a different way of cultivating the scientific self. Self-denial and 
actively willed passivity were intrinsically conscious; therein lay their 
moral worth, as deliberate sacrifices made to scientific objectivity. 
Yet by the 1920s, after an efflorescence of psychologies of the uncon
scious of which Freudianism was only the most famous, scientists 
writing about how to live the scientific life no longer envisioned it as 
a conscious inward struggle of the will against the will. 2 Indeed, it was 
not a struggle at all, or at least it was not a struggle that promoted sci
entific achievement, pace nineteenth-century claims to the contrary. 

Now it could be said, as Sir Peter Medawar, a winner of the 
Prize for Physiology or Medicine, did in the 1970s, "A scien

tist's life is in no way deepened or made more cogent by privation, 
anxiety. distress, or emotional harassment."3 Nor was the most im
portant intellectual work necessarily even conscious, for discovery 
and insight depended on hunches that erupted suddenly from the 
inaccessible mental depths. Such "leaps of the imagination" were 
thought to result from long incubation and rest and to occur "at a 
time when the investigator is not working on his problem:' After 
telling several stories of such thunderbolt inspirations in science, the 
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Harvard neurologist and physiologist Walter B. Cannon in 1954 
likened the process to a not-too-well-supervised factory: "The oper
ation going on in an industry under the immediate supervision of 
the director is like the cerebral processes to which we pay attention; 
but meanwhile in other parts of the industrial plant work is pro
ceeding which the director at the moment does not see. Thus also 
with extraconscious processes:'4 There was nothing to be gained by 
dogged perseverance; better to put the problem aside or, better still, 
as the endocrinologist Hans Selye assured readers in 1964, get a good 

Great scientific accomplishment was no longer essentially a 
matter of patience and industry, but neither was it a Promethean gift 
of divine fire. Although brilliance could not be taught, intuitive 
thinking could, even if no one understood exactly how it functioned. 
"The mere empirical application of observations concerning the 
stimuli that we found to promote or impede creative thought can 
help, even if we do not understand how these factors work. Even a 
process that must go on automatically in the unconscious can be set 
in motion by a conscious, calculated effort:'6 But the involvement of . 
the will began and ended with that first effort; volition was ipsofactO 
excluded from the unconscious. Nor was the will reqUired to ben<l: 

and mind to duty, for science had ceased to be dutiful. It Wa$ . 

now superfluous to exhort would-be scientists on the necessity of 
never-ending work; sloth among scientists was rare,7 and in any case. 
no one should consider a scientific career (advised Medawar), "until 
he discovers whether the rewards and compensations of a scientific 
life are for him commensurate with the disappointments and the toil 
... Once he has felt that deeper and more expansive feeling Freud 
has called the 'oceanic feeling' that is the reward for any real ad
vancement of the understanding - then he is hooked and no other 
kind of life will do:'B The will had no place in a psychology of des
tined vocation  or addiction. 

At the juncture of hypothesis and data, that crossroads at which 
the nineteenth-century researchers had confronted the choice be
tween objective virtue and subjective vice, a wide range of mid

. trained judgment and trained 
instincts. Hypotheses, like hunches, were universally acknowledged 
as essential guides to research and explanation. Yet mistakes of inter
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pretation were accepted as inevitable. How to know 
esis was not a beacon but a fat a morgana? The French 
Charles Richet suggested in 1923 that "to know when it is necessary 
to persevere, to know when it is necessary to stop oneself, this is the 
gift oftale~t, al~d even of geniu~:'9In som~ ca~es, perseverance co~ld 
be a positive hmdrance, temptmg the sCIentIst down endless blmd 

aUeys.!O 
Here there were no rules, much less mechanical procedures, to 

guide the scientist  only the expert, trained intuitions that had 
become a new form of right depiction. But although the concern 
with judgment, unconscious assessment, and protocol-defying ex-

was made in explicit criticism of mechanical objectivity, it 
was not the same critique leveled by Gottlob and his logico-

The structural objectivists were suspicious of an 
in reference and experience; they preferred 

relations bound into structures that could 
shared. According to Frege, concepts of numbers do not derive 
directly from their reference, but are defined by identity: the "same 
number" maps the two sets of objects, element by element. Nor was 
the claim "I see red" a direct allusion to an individual's inner re
sponse; rather, it was associated with a color located between others 
on a spectrum. Henri Poincare certainly valued the kinds of intu
itions afforded by geometry, topology, and the curves of functions, 
but at the end of the day, structural objectivists as a group were dubi
ous about the direct value of empirical, referential picturing. 

This chapter's narrative concerns another kind of doubt raised 
about mechanical objectivity, one that clung to images (suitably 

and came from deep inside the community of empiri
cal scientists. This twentieth-century struggle aimed to maintain the 
scientific image while recognizing the corrosion of faith in an ob
jectivity vouchsafed by an aspiration to an automatic transfer from 
object to paper. It is about a newfound confidence among scientists 
in the twentieth century, a confidence born in profeSSional training 
that let them take on board the new developments in instrumenta
tion and image production, but that left them far from self-abnegat
ing. It is about a faith, also new, that assessments of images could be 
made in ways that relied on a scientific self, one reducible to neither 
failures nor victories of the will. 
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If the makers of the objective image had had a slogan. it might 
been: Where genius and art once were, there self-restraint and pro
cedure will be. The shift from reasoned images to "objective" images 
opened up space of depiction beyond general objects (type, ide
alization), to include specific objects (individuals, mechanical images). 
In the twentieth century, as the limits of procedure-governed me
chanical obiectivitv became more apparent, one atlas maker after 

,hip/"'tivitv was not sufficient - complex fami
trained judgment to smooth, 

where they could actually 
at alL Instead of theJour-eyed sight of truth-to

nature or the blind sight of mechanical objectivity, what was needed 
was the cultivation of a kind of physiognomic sight - a capacity of 
both maker and user of atlas images to synthesize, highlight, and 
grasp relationships in ways that were not reducible to mechanical 
procedure, as in the recognition of family resemblance. 

Under the new possibilities of trained judgment applied to image 
making and reading, a new, less centrally directed scientific self finds 
articulation in the opening years of the twentieth century. At one 
level, this should not be surprising. By 1900, a wide range of models 
of the unconscious proliferated in the sciences of the mind. Perhaps 
more surprisingly, unconscious criteria - "tacit," "sophisticated," "ex
perience"-based pictorial judgments - came to be seen as a crucial 
component of day-to-day scientific routine. From the classification 
of skulls to the development of mathematical understanding, scien
tists and even mathematicians began to invoke and celebrate "intu
itive" criteria for sorting and solving. This positive formulation of 
trained expert assessment was a far cry from the understanding of a 
scientific self predicated on the will to willessness. 

Machines were hardly abandoned among those scientists who 
argued that mechanical objectivity was not enough: in fact, some of 
the most sophisticated instruments (electroencephalograms, 
example) were, as we will see in a moment, the site for the greatest 
discontent with rigid protocols. Trained judgment came increasingly 
to be seen as a necessary supplement to any image the machines 
might produce. Nor was this a return to truth-to-nature. For Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe in 1795, the depiction of the 1jrpus did represent 
something in nature (though not something apparent from this or 
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For Bernhard Albinus in 1747, the "true" represen
tation of a subject referred to nature not only because it borrowed 

individuals but also because it improved on any single 
one of them. For William Hunter in 1774, the link to the general 
occurred through a particular individual, chosen precisely so that it 
might (in both senses) a whole class. Different as they 
were, all three views took it for granted that a single representation 
could stand in for (and behind) the myriad variations of nature. 

When atlas makers no longer claimed self-evident generality for 
their images, a gap opened between the atlas images and the objects 
that atlas users actually encountered. This was Grashey's problem: 
with only one sketch, the guide book no longer resembled the scen
ery. Closing that chasm would tak.e effort - and could not be accom
plished by the image maker or the image alone. The user of the atlas 
became, therefore, quite explicitly key to making the collection of 
images work. Many instances were needed to convey the extent of 
the normal, since the normal spanned a space that even in principle 
could not be exhausted by individual representations, each differing 
from the rest. The German nuclear physicists Wolfgang Gentner, 
Heinz Maier-Leibnitz, and Walther Bothe worked for years, begin
ning in 1938, to produce remarkable cloud-chamber pictures of 
many different kinds of nuclear interactions. II When they published 
their Atlas ~f 1jrpical Expansion Chamber Photographs, they included 
multiple examples of alpha particles ionizing a gas, beta particles 
scattering from different substances, and positrons annihilating elec
trons (see figure 6.2). Collectively, the physicists hoped, these "typi
cal" images would evoke patterns in the minds of their readers. At 
the height of mechanical objectivity, the burden of 
was supposed to lie in the picture itself; as turpnti,eth century un

however, this responsibili to the scientific 
readers. Tudpment bv the author-artists psychology of pat-

recognition in the audience. 
between the infinite complexity of variation and their 

commitment to the specific simplicity of individuals, mid-nine
teenth-century atlas authors invoked a philosophical psychology. 
Enlightenment atlas makers had taken selection and distillation as 
their principal authorial tasks; now they shed these, relying instead 
on the eyes of the audience. Such a solution preserved the purity of 
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Fig. 6.2. Spiraling Electron. Wolfgang Gentner, Heinz Maier-Leibnitz, and Walther Bothe, 

An Atlas of Typical Expansion Chamber Photographs, 2nd ed. (London: Pergamon Press, 

1954). p. 51. Here an electron with an initial energy of 16.9 million electron volts is 

created in a pair with a positron. The point of pair creation is visible as a left-opening 

fork at the beginning of the spiral just above the middle of the bottom of the image. 

The positron arcs down to the left and out of the image; the electron spirals approxi

mately thirty-six times in the magnetic field, drifting upward due to a slight increase in 

the magnetic field near the center of the chamber. As the electron progresses, it loses 

energy due to two processes: COllisions (ionization) shed 2.8 million electron volts, and 

the emission of a photon (visible as a sudden jump in the spiral's diameter in the seven

teenth circle) causes the loss of an additional 4.5 million electron volts. This kind of 

detailed interpretation accompanied every image in the atlas~an example of using theory, 

but theory that was, at the time of publication, considered shared and well established. 

TRAINED JUDGMENT" 

blind sight at the cost of acknowledging the essential role of the 
ders' response: the human capacity to render judgment, the elec

~;;encephalographers would cheerfully allow, is "exceedingly serv
For Grashey, the problem occurred in shadows of bone, not 

ink tracings, but the weight of nature's diversity was similarly felt: 
"One must know these " Grashey insisted. "We need an 
all-points bulletin issued for them. A series of pictures in this atlas is 
devoted in part to spreading widely 'wanted posters' [Steckbriife] for 
them:'12 Images of the human face served as the model for grasping 

Grashey's x-ray images. 
But, as we have seen, the rise of mechanical objectivity produced 

new kinds of instabilities. The triumph of the individual over the 
generiC avoided the problems associated with spurious idealizations, 
but depictions of individuals made it much harder to handle (that is, 
identify or teach) the "normal variations" that could arise in a species. 
Is this star or starfish the same as the one depicted? Two new re
sponses emerged. The first, as we saw in the last chapter, was to 
develop a notion of structural objectivity, an objectivity that. in its 
emphasis on structural relations rather than objects per se, was 
rejection of mechanical objectivity (by turning away from 
images) and an intensification of objectivity on another scale 
pushing even harder for a knowledge independent of you and me). 
Structural objectivists bypassed mechanical objectivity because they 
reckoned that mimetic representations of even the most carefully 
taken photograph would never yield results truly invariant from one 
observer to another. Of course, invariant structural accounts worked 
particularly well for the topologist or philosopher, but it was not a 
solution to the morphological problems facing biologists, micro
scopists, or astronomers. Instead of rejecting the empiricism of the 
image, trained sought to make use of a 
"trained" eye to put back together what a radical nominalism 
tearing apart. 13 

Whether they were classifying stellar spectra or electroencephalo
grams, the atlas makers who believed in expert judgment were self
conSciously aiming to use their atlases to identify groupings of ob
jects. Wanting neither merely to collect an assortment of isolated 
individual occurrences (the risk of mechanical objectivity) nor to 
provide idealized entities that entirely lay behind the curtain of 
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appearances (the risk of truth-to-nature), the proponents of trained 
judgment employed a variety of metaphors. Most prominently, they 
turned to facial similarities - families, as it were. While there were 
no explicit, strictly procedural rules for sorting, say, a particular kind 
of star on the basis of its spectrogram or identifying a petit mal 
seizure from its electroencephalogram, one could learn how to 
tify and group them, just as one learned to this or that set 
of people by the subtleties of their appearance. In a sense that Lud
wig Wittgenstein made famous but did not originate. family resem
blances (partially overlapping features without a necessary and suffi
cient "core" set of properties) picked out concepts and classes like 
"game" or "number:' 

Skull A may have certain features in common with skull B; skull B 
may have difTerent features in common with skull C - but skulls A 
and C may share no common defining properties. Object families are 
recognized by trained judgment; no simple rule-based procedure 
leads us easily from normal skull with variation number one to nor
mal skull with variation number twenty-three. We have arrived at 
the third of the historical alternatives that have risen against the 
regime of depiction pursuing truth-to-nature (with general, ideal
ized objects, revealed by genial intervention). Truth-to-nature (types) 
is positioned against mechanical objectivity (individuals), but then 
mechanical objectivity is addressed by structural objectivity (rela
tional invariants), and trained judgment (families of objects). This 
division does not mean that each replaced the former in sequence: 
on the contrary, each new regimen of sight supplements rather than 

the others. Structural objectivity intensified the search 
for a world without us - but it did so by stepping away from the 
empirical, mimetic capture of objects and toward relations and struc
tures. And although both truth-to-nature and trained judgment 
opposed mechanical objectivity, the enemy of my enemy is not nec
essarily my friend: trained judgment differs from truth-to-nature 
preCisely because the scientists invoking judgment to form their atlas 
images in the twentieth century had already taken on board or 
worked through mechanical objectivity. Sequence matters - history 
matters. 

The novelties are as striking as the continuities. In the early twen
tieth centurv. scientific atlas makers began to issue explicit and 
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repeated warnings about the limits of objectivity and to make accom
panying calls for judgment and interpretation. Within the first third 
of the twentieth century. new possibilities emerged as the self-abne
gating scientists and their various modes of automatic registration 
began to yield to scientists who worked with highly sophisticated 
instruments but were, nonetheless, proud of their well-honed judg
ments in the formation and usc of images. Instead of our imagined 
nineteenth-century "Depict as if the observer were not here," 
the twentieth-century atlas writers might have said, "At the end of 
procedural depiction begins trained judgment:' As we have empha
sized throughout, elements of older strategies for the depiction of 
nature persist after new forms emerge. There is no "programmatic," 
"paradigmatic," or "epistemic rupture" here. Even after the great 
efflorescence of atlases espousing mechanical objectivity occurred in 
the mid-nineteenth century. for example, one sees instances of the 
eighteenth-century "truth-to-nature" that, it was supposed, could 
only be discerned by the sage or genius. Similarly, mechanical objec

never died. Some atlas writers embraced a vision of an un
into the 

J , • 

Our argument is not that mechanical objectivity, in an instantaneous 
break, suddenly vanished during the first third of the twentieth cen
tury. Rather, it is that during this period the ethical virtue of self
eliminating pictorial practices was confronted by a new form of 
epistemic ethic associated with active and highly trained judgment. 

For a concrete instance of the persistence of mechanical ob
jectivity, consider the follOWing excerpt from Henry Alsop Riley's 
1960 Atlas cif the Basal Ganglia, Brain Stem, and Spinal Cord, an 
excerpt that perfectly illustrates the goal of mechanical, automatic 
reproduction safe from interpretation: "This process [of hand-based 

however. makes the illustration a purely selective pres
entation and therefore the user of the atlas is often uncertain of the 
exact outline, relations and environs of the structures illustrated. 
The advantage of a photograph ... seems to be self-evident. The pho
tograph is the actual section. There is no artist's interpretation in the 
reproduction of the structures." 14 

For Riley, authorial overselection was a vice to be resisted. 
Allowing the scientist or artist interpretive autonomy would throw 
into doubt the reliability of the object depicted. Riley contended 
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that hardly anything need be said to defend the superiority of photo
graphs. So tightly did the photographic image bind itself to the ob
ject that he could conclude, "The photograph is the actual section:' 
Resemblance became identity. 

By this late date in the mid-twentieth century, however, given all 
the attention that had been devoted to the limits of photographic 
reliability, a pure, unblinking faith in the photograph could not be 
completely sustained. Riley readily conceded that staining was not 
completely targetable to specific parts of the specimen - his photo
graphs revealed the irregularity of even the best and most technically 
skilled staining. Alas, even occasional scoring (from dissection) of 
the samples could be detected. Nonetheless, for Riley, the game was 
worth the candle his procedure ensured that "the accuracy and 
reliability of the photographs makes up for at times an inartistic 
appearance." where being inartistic was a right-handed criticism 
(rather than a left-handed compliment). 15 

Like Riley. the authors of the 1975 Hand Atlas dismissed the artis
tic in favor of mechanically objective reproduction: "The authors 
have provided more realistic illustrations by substituting the sur
geon's camera for the artist's brush."16 According to some of those 
who espoused the mechanical-objective view, realism, accuracy, and 
reliability all were identified with the photographic. Nature repro
duces itself in the procedurally produced image; objectivity is the 
automatic. the sequenced production of form-preserving (homo
morphic) images from the object of inquiry to the atlas plate to the 
printed book. Photography counted among these technologies of 
homomorphy, underwriting the identity of depiction and depicted. 

But if mechanical objectivity survived into the twentieth century, 
it also came to be supplemented across a myriad of scientific fields. 
Our interest is not in extrascientific attacks on objectivity (romantic 

artistic, or mystical blasts against the scientific worldview) 
practices used within laboratory and field inquiry to estab

lish matters of pictorial fact about the basic objects of many scien
tific fields. The atlases, handbooks, surveys. and guides we have seen 
thus far a central territory of science. In these compendiums of 
pictures, the simple (even simplistic) nineteenth-century model of 
images grounded in the protocols of mechanical objectivity came 
under the fire of scientifically trained judgment. 
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Do we mean to imply that the practitioners of mechanical objec
tivity did not exert judgment? Their protestations to the contrary, C!f 
course the rubbings. projections, and even photographs never extir
pated judgment in some absolute and transhistorical sense. As we 
saW in Chapter Three, sophisticated image makers such as Richard 
Neuhauss knew perfectly well that photography never could func
tion without skill- as he acerbically noted. the photograph. wrongly 

could reveal objects that weren't there and hide those that 
were. But for these scientists, mechanical objectivity was a regulative 
ideal, a shaping ambition that conditioned whether and when practi
tioners sought to improve what they did on the page, in the 
and at the laboratory bench. Our argument is that, increasingly dur
ing the first half of the twentieth .century. the espousal, celebration, 
and cultivation of trained judgment - as a necessary supplement to 
objectivity - became a new kind of regulative ideal, one that, in its 
own ways, reshaped what scientists wanted from their working 
objects - and from themselves. 

Accuracy Should Not Be Sacrificed to Objectivity 
During the early decades of the twentieth century, first slowly, then 
faster. scientists began to stop preening over their self-abnegation, 
over those tools and practices that had let them present nature "in 
her own language:' Gone. too, was the prevalence of the ferocious 

of any peculiarly human assessment of evidence. In field after 
makers articulated a new stance toward depiction, one 

set aside the hard-won mechanical objectivist ideals of 
absolute self-restraint and automaticity. For example, Frederic A. 
Gibbs and Erna L. Gibbs launched their compendious Atlas C!f Electro
encephaloawphy (1941) with the proclamation that "this book has 
been written in the hope that it will help the reader to see at a glance 
what it has taken others many hours to find, that it will help to train 
his eve so that he can arrive at diagnoses from subjective criteria:'17 

there are exceptions to every rule (as we saw in Chapter 
Three, for example. His worked to find a place for subjective draw
ing). but in the history of late nineteenth-century scientific 
one finds very few scientists in 1850 or 1870 or 1890 who _ 
espoused the subjective as a necessary. central component of making 
and using scientific images ofrecord. (See figure 6.3.) 
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it be that Gibbs and Gibbs simply did not understand the 
way "objective" and "subjective" had been deployed by the mechan
ical objectivists of the previous hundred Could they be "talking 
past" those who deplored the subjective? No, the Gibbses under
stood full well the pictorial practice of mechanical objectivity. And 
they emphatically rejected it, as is clear from the continuation of 
their racial-facial explanation: 

Where complex patterns must be analyzed, such (subjective 1criteria 
are exceedingly serviceable. For example, although it is possible to tell 
an Eskimo from an Indian by the mathematical relationship between 
certain body measurements, the trained eye can make a great variety of 
such measurements at a glance and one can often arrive at a better dif
ferentiation than can be obtained from any quantitative index or 
even from a group of indices. It would be wrong, however, to disparage 
the use of indices and objective measurements; they are useful and 
should be employed wherever possible. But a "seeing eye" which comes 
from complete familiarity with the material is the most valuable instru
ment which an electroencephalographer can possess; no one can be 
truly competent until he has acquired it. 18 

In this context, "indices" and "objective measurements" are 
connected. Fourier transforms, autocorrelations, and other 

attempts to parameterize the complex spikes and wave patterns of 
the electroencephalogram were positioned precisely as alternatives 
to the "subjective" criteria. The Gibbses' vaunted subjectivity is not, 
however, a return to the older epistemic virtue of truth-to-nature. 
Where in the mid- to late 1800s mechanical objectivity was counter
poised to genial intervention in nature in order to idealize, perfect, 
or average, the procedure accompanying interpreted images was to 
be far different. Instead of Goethean genius (which discerns the 
Urpflanze behind the earthly plant) and in place of automatism and 
self-denial, beginning in the 19308 and 1940s an increasing number 
of scientific atlases invoked trained judgment based on familiarity 
and experience. Two opponents of mechanical objectivity should 
not be conflated: the sage revealed the true image of nature, and the 
trained expert possessed and conveyed to apprentices the means 
(through the "trained" or "seeing" eye) to claSSify and manipulate. 
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Fig. 6.3. Electroencephalographic Judgment. Frederick A. Gibbs and Erna L. Gibbs. Atlas 

of Electroencephalography (Cambridge, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1941), p. 75. In advocating 

the use of "subjective criteria," a "seeing eye," and distinctions made "at a glance," Gibbs 

and Gibbs explicitly argued for a form of scientific sight that would distinguish different 

neurological conditions. They argued that the blind sight of rule-governed mechanical 

objectivity was useful but needed supplementation. Required beyond measurements was a 

form of trained physiognomic sight which, when applied to the electroencephalographic 

traces, could analyze them the way "the trained eye" can so effectively distinguish "an 

Eskimo from an Indian." 
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Some years later, in 1950, the Gibbses produced a new edition of 
atlas, expressing in the new preface the same anti-objectivist 

sentiment in somewhat different language: "Experimentation with 
wave counts ... and with frequency analysis of the electroencephalo
gram ... indicate[sJ that no objective index can equal the accuracy of 
subjective evaluation ... if the electroencephalographer has learned 
to make those Significant discriminations which distinguish between 
epileptic and nonepileptic persons. Accuracy should not be sacrificed 
to objectivity; except for special purposes analysis should be carried 
on as an intellectual rather than an electromechanical function."19 

"Accuracy should not be sacrificed to objectivity." This astonish
ing statement - astonishing from the perspective of mechanical 
objectivity - is the epistemic footprint of the new, mid-twentieth

regime of the interpreted image. How different this is from 
reverse formulation of mechanical objectivity: that objectivity 

should not be sacrificed to accuracy. Recall an example of the oppo
site decision from Chapter Three: Erwin Christeller's insistence in 
his Atlas der Histotopographie gesunder und erkrankter Organe
cif Histotopography cif Healthy and Diseased Organs, 1927) that "[it] 
is obvious that drawings and schemata have, in many cases, many 
virtues over those of photograms. But as means of proof and ob
jective documentation to ground argumentation [Beweismittel und 
objektive BelegeJur B~funde] photographs are far superior."2o In the 
search for such objektive Be/ege, advocates of mechanical objectivity, 
roughly starting in the 1830s to the 1920s, were willing to sacrifice 
the color, sharpness, and texture of scientific representations for 
a method that took the brush from the artist's hand and replaced 
it with instruments. In their time, Lowell's tiny, blurry, black
and-white photographs of Mars had counted for more than artistic 
renderings, even if the latter would have been in color, sharper, 
more complete, and reproducible. For such a mechanical objectivist, 
photographs or procedure-driven images said it all. For advocates 
of rigorously trained judgment such as Gibbs and Gibbs, however, 
it was equally obvious that the "autographic" automaticity of ma

however sophisticated, could not replace the professional, 
practiced eye. 

We are hit here by the full force of the contrast between the sci
entific Sight of mechanical objectiVity and that of trained judgment. 
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Hellmann's snowflake (figure 3.19), presented as an individual in all 
its delicate asymmetry, functions very differently from the Gibbses' 
electroencephalogram (figure 6.3). Ifmaking truth-to-nature images 
reqUired four-eyed sight (that of the naturalist directing that of the 
artist), Hellmann's technology was a joint enterprise between him
self and Neuhauss, an accomplished expert on microphotography. 
The Gibbses' atlas demanded a new kind of collaboration with the 
active, subjective electroencepalographer-in-training - they had 
used their own trained eyes to classify the traces, and their goal was 
to provide others with that same ability. Mechanical objectivity 
alone would not suffice (a perfectly administered electroencephalo
gram was not enough); a adherence to rules, procedures, and 
protocols was insufficient. electroencephalographer had to cul
tivate a new kind of scientific self, one that was more "intellectual" 

algorithmic. 
In their radical devotion to mechanical means and their protesta

tion of innocence against the charge of intervention, the nineteenth
century atlas writings betray a certain defensiveness, a nervousness 
before the charge that the phenomena were not actually out there, 
but instead were mere projections of desires or theories. For Gibbs 
and Gibbs, that acute anxiety is absent; they did not worry about the 
possibility that the phenomenon might be a "mere projection:' This 
confidence in scientific judgment was rooted in the changing con
tours of the scientific self, and this new kind of scientist in turn 
resided in a much-changed environment. Increasingly, there was a 
sense that scientists could rely on the cognitive capabilities of less
than-conscious thought. There were technical difficulties - such 
as those in interpreting electroencephalograms - that defied easy 
subordination to simple, shareable rules. Finally. a huge growth in 
the size of the scientific community was facilitated by a remarkable 
expansion and transformation of scientific pedagogy in Europe and 
North America during the period roughly between 1880 and 
especially in Germany, France. Great Britain, and the United States. 
A few examples and statistics must suffice to sketch the scope and 
magnitude of these changes. 

Whereas in the 18408 the German physicist Franz Neumann had 
had to convert his house and garden into a makeshift laboratory in 
order to teach experimental physics to his students at the University 
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of Konigsberg, between 1870 and 1920 twenty-one well-equipped 
physics institutes were built in Germany (to say nothing of institutes 
for chemistry, experimental psychology, geology, and physiology).21 
In 1876, there were 293 students enrolled in science faculties at 
French universities; by 1914, their numbers had swelled to 7,330. 22 

An 1899 report by Alexandre Ribot urging the modernization of 
French education led in 1902 to the introduction of a separate cur
riculum for the sciences in secondary education.23 The Royal Com
mission on Scientific Instruction and the Advancement of Science 
in Great Britain (also known as the Devonshire Commission) con
cluded in 1875 that "the Present State of Scientific Instruction in our 
Schools is extremely unsatisfactory ... little less than a national mis
fortune," and strongly recommended the establishment of doctoral 
programs in the sciences at Cambridge, Oxford, and the 
of London.24 The Cavendish Laboratory was founded at Cambridge 
University in 1874; between 1870 and 1910, the number of science 
graduates at English universities increased sixty-fold. 2s 

Beyond these bare numbers and official reports lay the reality of 
new spaces, new instruments, and, above all, new ways of training 
advanced science students to see, manipulate, and measure - a cali
bration of head, hand, and eye perhaps unprecedented in its rigor 
and Seminar teaching, first introduced by philologists in Ger
man universities in the early nineteenth century, was adapted by 
scientists to the needs of their own disciplines; the pedagogical inno
vation soon spread to other countries. 26 Instead of listening passively 
to lectures, students were actively inducted into the craft and stan
dards of their specialties - in the laboratory, the botanical garden, 
the observatory, and the field, as well as in the seminar room. Aspir
ing scientists first honed their skills by repeating exercises that were 
already part of the repertoire of the discipline. Fledgling chemists 
were set to synthesizing knovl'n compounds; young physicists repli
cated well-established results and re-solved old problems; stripling 
zoologists practiced classification on models and specimens of 
known species. Discipline and duty figured prominently in these 
exercises, whether the members of Neumann's physics seminar were 
learning to make a precision measurement or a class of Edinburgh 
medical students was being drilled "in the use of the microscope 
until every man knew his instrument as a trained soldier knows his 
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rifle, and until in the handling of it he was as perfect as the veteran in 
the manual of arms."27 Models of everything from medusae to em
bryos stocked the shelves of leading university institutes from Leip

to Boston. In the case of friedrich and Adolf Ziegler's extraordinary 
wax embryos (as in figure 4.2), the models radically decontextual
ized their objects, greatly enlarged them, and turned the transparent 
wisp with blurry boundaries under the microscope into "huge and 
memorable shapes."28 Other models aimed at trompe l'oeil veri
similitude, so that they could stand for, and even replace, natural 
specimens, as in the case of the glass botanical models commissioned 

Harvard University from the Dresden craftsmen Leopold and 
Rudolph Blaschka.29 

This late nineteenth-century explosion in pedagogical innovation 
blazed a path to scientific formation that contrasted starkly with 
what had preceded it. The vast majority of eighteenth-century savants 
came to their science as autodidacts and practiced it as lone individ-

Uniformity in a field was enforced by the authority of a tower
ing practitioner (such as Linnaeus) or an institution (such as the 
Paris Academie Royale des Sciences). In the last quarter of the nine
teenth century, training became collective and standardized-
the number of people involved in one or another aspect of science 
also increased dramatically. The annals of science in the middle 
decades of the nineteenth century are full of complaints about the 
difficulty of enforcing some sort of uniformity. some common direc
tion in the vast volume of research being conducted by many differ
ent people in many different places and published in many different 
forms. This was not just the familiar complaint of information over
load but an expression of concern about the divergence of results 
and, still more alarming, the objects of scientific inquiry. 

One response to this impending chaos was top-down, in the form 
of magisterial review articles by figures of the stature of Sir John Her
schel and James Clerk Maxwell that surveyed recent developments 
from an Olympian height, separated dross from gold, and offered 
signposts for the direction of future research. But far more effective 
was the new mode of seminar instruction, in which students inter
nalized and calibrated standards for seeing, judging, evaluating, and 
arguing. These were the habits of mind and body that by the early 
twentieth century had been instilled and ingrained in a generation of 
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scientists. The training-based self-confidence of Frederic A. Gibbs 
and Erna L. Gibbs and similar atlas makers was new, deriving not 
only from the enhanced standing of science in society and the profes
sionalization of science as a viable career, but also from a scientific 
pedagogy that had succeeded in forming self-assured experts. 

In the Gibbses' 1941 Atlas ~Electroencephaloaraphy, we can see 
traces of the emergence of this new, more confident scientific self, 
breaching the boundaries set by mechanical objectivity. The Gibbses 
explicitly opposed their "intellectual" approach to an electromechan
ical one. Such a clash again signals a changed vision of who the scien
tist is. Neither eighteenth-century sage nor nineteenth-century lay 
ascetic, the scientist of the twentieth century entered as an expert, 
with a trained eye that could perceive patterns where the novice 
saw confusion. The "practiced eye" was as significant to geology as 
to electroencephalography -for example, in atlases such as Oskar 
Oelsner's 1961 mineralogical study, which trained the budding geol
ogist to sort microscopic ore samples. Reflectivity, Oelsner noted, 
depended cruCially on the polishing of the surface, so "beginners 
using it can often make gross errors:' Color, too, was susceptible to 
"remarkable misinterpretations" until the neophyte had acquired a 
"very experienced eye:'30 

Emphasizing the activity demanded of the picture user, the 
ses went on to liken the development of skills needed to "read" an 
encephalogram to those required to read a new language using an 
unfamiliar alphabet and a different script. True, they acknowledged, 
encephalography is not simple to master, but with three months of 
practice, they promised, an average (scientific) person would be able 
to achieve 98 percent accuracy.31 The expert (unlike the sage) can be 
trained and (unlike the machine) is expected to learn - to read, to 
interpret, to draw salient, significant structures from the morass of 
uninteresting artifact and background. As an encephalographic atlas 
from 1962 strikingly put it, "The encephalogram remains more of an 
empirical art than an exact science:'32 This "empirical art" does sev
eral things: first, it identifies that portion of the wave train that is 
"regular" - unlike automatic methods that must ploddingly examine 
each fragment, the eye quickly assesses some portion of the signal as 
"regular" or "typical." Second, even the unaided eye finds "patterns" 
(the author's quotation marks). 
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This frank admission of the craft nature of encephalogram reading 
dovetails - and may have absorbed - a debate over judgment and 
objectivity in clinical medicine. For example, quite a number ofinter
war "patrician" British clinicians aimed to subordinate instruments 
and scientific standard measures to guard the primacy of their own 
individual judgment. On this depended not only their status but 
their livelihood. For such elites, the celebration ofbedside assessment 
was defensive, a rear-guard and increaSingly ineffective interwar 
attempt to preserve their earlier preeminence at a time when they 
were being squeezed out by laboratories, tests, and medical scientists. 
Instruments and laboratory procedures - mechanical objectivity
were for these elites a threat, a direct challenge to their hard-won 
authority and their place within the upper reaches of society.B 

Though the medical patricians and the Gibbses' atlas both chal
lenged the triumph of objectivity alone, their reasons for doing so 
were quite different. Gibbs and Gibbs did not pretend to any (real or 
virtual) patrician status, and their stance toward instruments was 
altogether different. Far from opposing high-tech medicine as a 
threat to their status, they embraced it: they were, after all, among 

world's experts on the relatively new and sophisticated elec
troencephalogram. No bedside, cultivated doctors these. Instead, the 
Gibbses argued that, above and beyond the important results the elec
troencephalogram provided, the qualified neurologist could learn 
the requisite expertise to arrive quickly, accurately, and repeatedly at 
a proper diagnosis, via the trained eye.34 

For scientists like those we are conSidering here - across a wide 
sphere of domains trained judgment was not the purview only of 
the ascendant or declining elites who rejected the rule-governed. 
The supplementing of automatic procedures by trained judgment, 
as well as the increasing reliance on the pattern-recognition capa
bilities of a trained, educated audience, extended deep into domains 
as diverse as geology, particle physics, and astronomy, despite their 
very different social structures and status. These experts did not 
reject "objective" instruments in favor of gentlemanly tact or pro
nouncements by graduates of the arandes ecoles; on the contrary, they 
embraced instruments, along with shareable data and images, as the 
infrastructure on which judgment would rest. 

The pervasiveness of the trained use and assessment of images is 
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visible not only in the open-ended audience for geological works 
such as Oelsner's or electroencephalography atlases like those of 
Gibbses and their successors. It is also quite strikingly present in 
what was the most highly instrumented particle physics laboratory 
in the world during the 1960s - the one where Luis Alvarez presided 
over a vast team of senior and junior physicists, engineers, program
mers, and scanners. In all sectors, personnel- down to the lowliest 
scanner moving a trackball across the projected image of a bubble
chamber track - were taught to see their scientific images as matters 
requiring computer-assisted quantification and trained judgment. 
Here is the 1968 training guide that all scanners studied in depth: '~s 
you have seen, ionization, or track density, can help you to identify 
particles. As with the other scanning techniques, it is approximate 
and can only be relied upon as such. Experienced scanners will 
rarely, if ever, say 'I know that track was made by a [pion].' What they 
will more likely say is 'I bet it is a [pion J: or 'it is most likely a [pion J: 
One should always use track density information with the awareness 
that it is not foolproof." Scanners were taught that "eyeballing" was a 
necessary part of track analysis alongside the vast quantification 
apparatus that turned wispy tracks into meson masses, momenta, 
and energies. l5 Relying only on the objective was the problem - "not 
foolproof" - and the Alvarez group was decidedly against the fool 
with blind Sight alone. 

Not all particle physics groups agreed with Alvarez's group when 
it came to the use of trained judgment; for example, several key 
groups at the European particle phYSics laboratory, the European 
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), battled hard for a less 
judgment-bound approach to the great tide of bubble- and spark
chamber images washing over the physics community. But Alvarez 
was adamant, as in these comments from 1966: "More important 
than [my] negative reaction to the versatile pattern recognition abil. 
ities of digital computers is my strong positive feeling that human 
beings have remarkable inherent scanning abilities. I believe these 
abilities should be used because they are better than anything that 
can be built into a computer."l6 The role of judgment and "eye
balling" was emphasized again and again, from Alvarez's training 
guides, through popular particle-physics atlases such as C.F. Powell 
and G.P.S. Occhialini's Nuclear Physics in Photooraphs (1947) that 
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aimed to train amateurs to use the new particle-physics technique, 
to the bible of particle physics experts, the massive Study ifElemen
tary Particles by the Photooraphic Method (1959).37 Skill-hard-won, 
trained skill- mattered when it came to making, interpreting, and 

classifying images. 
Judgment as an act of cultivated perception and cognition was 

associated with a picture of reading that was both anti-algorithmic 
and antimechanistic. Trained judgment for an Alvarez or a Powell 
stood opposed to or perhaps on top of- the fragmented building
up, the mechanically calculated, automated, protocol-driven set of 
procedures. Scientific image judgment had to be acquired through a 
sophisticated apprenticeship, but it was a labor of a very different 
sort from the rehearsed moves of the nineteenth-century mechanical 
objectivist. Interpreted images got their force not from the labor 
behind automation, self-registration, or absolute self-restraint, but 
from the expert training of the eye, which drew on a historically spe
cific way of seeing. Scientific sight had become an "empirical art:' 
This was made vivid in the striking, disturbing analogy deployed by 
the Gibbses in 1941: reading scientific images was, for them, very 
close to the judgment-based distinction of the face of "an Eskimo 
from an Indian." Here was allegedly an un-self-conscious, indeed 
unconscious act of holistic recognition. 

This racial-facial simile was quite widely distributed, not only 
through the Gestalt psychologists' concerns with holistic cognition, 
but also via the wider (and not unrelated) preoccupation with mat
ters ofrace in the 1930s and 1940s}8 Consider an atlas whose subject 
was located (literally) light-years from the human brain, W.W. Mor
gan, Philip C. Keenan, and Edith Kellman's Atlas if Stellar Spectra, 
from 1943. (See figure 6.4.) Here the authors set out a classification 
of stars in the 8 to 12 magnitude range, based on their spectra. The 
work was carried out with a one-prism spectrograph attached to a 
forty-inch refracting telescope. Plates were then sorted according to 
a two-dimensional system. On one axis stood the spectrum (based, 
for example, on the intensity of the hydrogen lines), yielding the star 
type (0, B, A, F, G, K. M, R, N, or S). On the other axis stood the 
luminosity (ranked by class I-V, progressing from the dimmest to the 
brightest). In practical terms, the astronomers first determined a 
rough type, an "eyeball" estimate of the category of a given spectrum 
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Fig. 6.4. "Supergiants AO·FO." W.W. Morgan, Philip C. Keenan, and Edith Kellman, An 

Atlas of Stellar Spectra, with an Outline of Spectral Classification (Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press, 1943), pI. 20. The authors of this spectral atlas explicitly inVOked the 

need for a sorting strategy that, while not amenable to a purely rule-driven mechanism, 

was nonetheless definite. "Good Judgment" was needed, even if the criteria used could 

not always be conscious. In this plate, the authors indicated to the user that "spectra as 

a whole" must be used to identify this kind of supergiant. As they add in the surrounding 

text, this sort of identification is very much like the identification of a human face or the 
establishment "of the race to which it belongs." 

_ say B2, a variant of the B-type. Second, 
ments to fix the distance to the star, 

star spectrum with 
ity. Matching the candidate spectrum against 
B2, and B3 spectra fixed the precise classification, 
be 82 after all, but rather 81 or 83 (the final classification 
fered from the rough estimate more widely than that) . 

It might be thought that the process of identifying a star as, say, 
B2 class V was purely routine, the kind of sorting that could just 
as well be effected by an automatic system. Not so, said Morgan, 
Keenan, and Kellman: "There appears to be, in a sense, a sort of 
indefiniteness connected with the determination of spectral type 
and luminosity from a simple inspection of a spectrogram. Nothing 
is measured; no quantitative value is put on any spectral feature. This 
indefiniteness is, however, only apparent:'39 Here is an interesting 
and important claim: the qualitative is not, by dint of being qualita
tive, indefinite. Again and again, one sees this cluster of terms now 
in the ascendant: what was needed is the subjective, the "trained 
eye," an "empirical art," an "intellectual" approach, the identifica
tion of "patterns," the apperception of links "at a glance," the ex
traction of a "typical" subsequence within a wider variation. Reflections 
like these point to the complexity of judgment, to the variously 
intertwined criteria that group entities into larger categories that 
defy simplistic algorithms. But for Morgan, Keenan, and Kellman, 

and nonmechanical nature of this identificatory 
docs not block the possibility of arriving at an appropriate 

and replicable set of discriminations. It may take 
B 1 from a B2, but such jllclaTnpnt~ 

valid: there is not a 
tific judgments that Morgan, Keenan, and Kellman had in view. 

What the trained observer does, according to these 
combine a variety ofconsiderations: the relative 
pairs of lines, the extension of the "wings" of the hydrogen 
intensity of a band, "even a characteristic irregularity of a number 
blended features in a certain spectral region:' None ofthese character
istics could be usefully quantified ("a difficult and unnecessary under
taking"). The root problem is one that has long vexed philosophers: 

, 
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"In essence the process of classification is in recognizing similarities in 
the spectrogram being classified to certain standard spectra."40 Of 
what do these "similarities" consist? 

cannot be grounded in the application of algorithmi
such attemot would at best be cumber-

It is not necessary to make cephalic measures to identify a human face 

with certainty or to establish the race to which it belongs; a careful 

inspection integrates all features in a manner difficult to analyze 

measures. The observer himself is not always conscious of all the hases 

for his conclusion. The operation of spectral classification is similar. 

The observer must use good judgment as to the definiteness with which 

the identification can be made from the features available; hut good 

judgment is necessary in any case, whether the decision is made from 

the general appearance or from more objective measures.41 

Note that, like the Gibbses, these star-atlas authors contrast judg
ment with objectivity. usimr the word auite clearly in the sense of 

criteria of evaluation. But 
"mere" objectiv

was insufficient. 
Classifying (judging) by luminosity, which was by no means sim

ple, illustrates the complex judgment had to be deployed. Cer
tain lines or blends of lines may serve as a basis for calibrating stars 
relative to a standard in one spectral group; in another it may be use
less - the lines may hardly vary at all. Dispersion in the spectrogram 
- the spreading of spectral lines on the plates also varies for differ
ent spectral types. So long as one uses plates of low spectrographic 
dispersion, hydrogen lines vary with absolute magnitude in stars 
of type B2 and B3. In high-dispersion plates that separate off the 
"wings" (outlying portions of the broadened spectral line) from the 
central line, these wings are frequently no longer visible. And since 
it is the wings that vary with the absolute magnitude, when they can
not be seen the remaining line looks much the same whether the star 
it issues from is a dwarf or a giant. Conversely, some lines visible in 
the hi!1h-disoersion olates are invisible at lower disoersion. Accord

ing to the stargazing spectroscopists, "These considerations show 
that it is impossible to give definite numerical values for line ratios 
to define luminosity classes. It is not possible even to adopt certain 
criteria as standard, since different criteria may have to be used with 
different dispersion:' Variations like these made it impossible to 
specify a one-size-fits-all-rule by which to classify: "The investigator 
must find the features which suit his own dispersion best:'42 

One has here a subtle and interesting confluence of phenomena. 
On the side of the spectra themselves, there is variation that precludes 

On the side of the observer, there is a celebra
tion (not denigration) of the human (rather than mechanical) ability 
to seize patterns (metaphysically neutral, in contrast to the tvoes of 
truth-to-nature) and therefore to classify even when 
forms of reasoning fail. Subjectivity became an 
classification because the objects did not demonstrate universal essen
tial properties and because in the mid-twentieth century a growing 
number of scientists across many fields began to take it as a good 
thing that people could be trained to classify objects univalently even 
in the absence of strict protocols. Physiognomic sight could be taught. 

In sum, Morgan, Keenan, and Kellman draw attention to four 
features of judgment. first, they emphasize that classification in
volves the establishment of similarity relations, and that these simi
larity relations (such as those of luminosity) cannot be specified in 
terms of a fixed set of standard criteria (for example, line-intensity 
ratios for all spectral types). Second, the evaluative process of study
ing stellar spectra (like the evaluation of "race") is not necessarily a 
conscious one. At a glance, in a flash of recognition, one sees that a 
star is "racially" a B-class rather than an F-class entity. Third, the 
cognitive process at work in interpreted images is represented as 
holistic, and it is preCisely this holism ("decision made from ... gen
eral appearance") that stands in contrast to 
of mechanical images (which were piecemeal as well as mecnalllcal 
Fourth and finally, nothing in the process of judgment is necessarily 
vague or indefinite - it is an error, these authors argued, to suppose 
that quantitative measures (even were they applicable) are the only 
way to a determinate classification. All four of these distinguishable 
features of judgment seem to be captured by the authors' racial-facial 
simile and its contrast to quantitative, algorithmic assessment. 
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This privileging of physiognomic sight over protocol-driven defi
nitions or exhaustive criteria in classification evokes, once again, the 
philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein. In a 1929 lecture on ethics, 
Wittgenstein likened the way in which he proposed to get at the 
subject matter of ethics to Sir Francis Galton's composite photo
graph in a facial-racial metaphor: 

And to make you see as clearly as possible what I take to be the subject 

matter of Ethics I will put before you a number of more or less synony

mous expression ... and by enumerating them I want to produce the 

same sort of effect which Galton produced when he took a number of 

photos of different faces on the same photographic plate in order to get 

the picture of the typical features they all had in common. And as by 

showing to you such a collective photo I could make you see what is the 

typical-say-Chinese face; so if you look through the row of synonyms 

which I will put before you, you will, I hope be able to see the charac

teristic features they all have in common.43 

Composite photographs exercised a certain fascination for 
Wittgenstein; he is said to have carried with him always such a pho
tograph made of himself and his siblings: a literal Wittgensteinian 
family resemblance. Wittgenstein says that his ethical expressions 
and Galton's images both aim to elicit the "the typical features they 
all had in common:' Yet by choosing "to produce the same sort of 
effect" as the Galtonian image, he already was moving beyond the 
idea of a simple Venn diagram overlap. The composite picture pro
duces a weighted average of all the features. If nine out of ten cousins 
have a mole, the composite picture will too-even if the tenth cousin 
does not. 

In a later, famous passage on family resemblance in the posthu
mously published Philosophical Investiaations (§67) Wittgenstein 
developed a more subtle notion of what unites the members of a 
concept like "game": not what all members had in common, but 
rather a weave of partially overlapping traits. Some exhibit the same 
nose, others the same gait. The analogy with Galton's composite 
photograph is gone, but something of the same physiognomic 
metaphor lingers-now purged of Galton's essentialism. 

Wittgenstein's hunt for a way to generalize beyond simple 
mechanical extraction of characteristics in common had thus used 
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the still partially mechanical form of Galton's facial-racial form of 
physiognomic sight, and then, by the time of the Investigations 
shifted to a physiognomic sight. Throughout, Wittgenstein empha
sized the importance of knowledge at a glance, the human ability to 
fill in (conceptual) "intermediate terms" between related forms.44 

This emphasis on the ability of the practiced eye to seize with a 
glance goes back a very long way - certainly it is emphasized in the 
early nineteenth century by the German naturalist Alexander von 
Humboldt, in his work the "physiognomy" of plant landscapes.45 But 
it is found in a new and intense form, riding on and against highly 
sophisticated scientific instruments in the atlases of the twentieth 
century. The Gibbses likened the detection of patterns in the elec
troencephalogram to distinguishing Indians from Eskimos; Morgan, 
Keenan, and Kellman sorted out stellar spectra by a kind of "racial" 
classification. In different - and, to later readers, often disturbing
scientifically engaged ways, all these authors deployed the complex
ity of grouped facial recognition and classification to oppose what 
they took to be the inadequate classificatory power, the simplistic 
proceduralism of mechanical objectivity. 

Galton, it should be said up front, was a hard-line eugenicist. For 
Gibbs and Gibbs, Morgan, Keenan, and Kellman, and Wittgenstein, 
the allusions to physiognomic classification built metaphorically on 
the classification of individuals into groups by race. There is no rea
son to think that these scientists (or Wittgenstein) shared Galton's 
particular eugenicist ambitions. But the timing of this kind of group 
reference was not incidental, and not only "in the air" - racial 
stereotyping was in print thanks to the most prolific atlas publisher 
in the world, Julius F. Lehmann. Lehmann had begun his publishing 
empire in Munich in 1886 with establishment of Miinchener medi

zinische Wochenschrift (Munich Medical Weekly), wqich became the 
most widely circulated of all the German medical journals.46 From 
that base, he began his enormously successful series of medical 
atlases - some forty-one small-format "hand-atlases" and seventeen 
full-size atlases translated into some fourteen languages. His suc
cesses included many of the atlases discussed here, including Rudolf 
Grashey's and Johannes Sobotta's.47 Among Lehmann's best-sellers 
were not only medical tomes but also a long string of race atlases. 

Lehmann declared himself actively on the political far right. Of 
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"volkisch" persuasion, he subscribed to social Darwinism and worked 
to broaden his list of medical and biological publications to include 
genetics, eugenics. and hygiene. In 1922. Lehmann Verlag took over 
the journal ArchivJur Rassen- und Gesellschciftsbiologie (Archive Jor 
Racial and Societal BioloW) at a financial loss, and Lehmann encour
aged Hans EK. Gunther to publish his Rassenkunde des deutschen 
Volkes (roughly, Racial Science ?fthe German People, 1922). which was 
reprinted sixteen times between 1922 and 1933; it sold about 50,000 
copies during that period and some 272,000 copies (including a 
shorter version, first published in 1929) by 1943. Lehmann funded 
lectures on racial hygiene and a prize for the best collection of "pure 
German portraits." As Lehmann wrote Gunther in October 1920, 
the publisher wanted a "human field gUide to the flora (Excursions

,flora) of Germany that, first of all, would layout the general racial 
markings in an exemplary fashion:'48 Gunther was happy to oblige 
and produced, in addition to specifically German atlases, a 1925 one 
that extended to the "flora" of all Europe, which he divided into five 
main groups and their mixtures. (Lehmann clearly saw the race 
guides as of a piece with medico-scientific ones.) Criteria such as 
height, limb length, skull measurements, and skin and hair color 
were all useful- but racial identification was always more than this, 
Gunther argued. In pursuit of this extra clement, mental comport
ment (seelisches Verhalten), the author sought systematically to por
tray a great number of examples, covering page after page with 
exemplars of each racial type.49 (See figure 6.5.) Only these could 
train the eye to see people as belonging to races, as particular flow
ers could be seen in their taxonomic place, or star spectra in theirs. 

Opposed dangers face any discussion of the pervasive scientific 

Fig. 6.5. Racial-Facial Atlas. Hans f.K. Gunther, Kleine Rassenkunde Europas (Munich: 

Lehmann, 1925), p. 33. Gunther divided up Europe's people into five "pure" races and 

their various combinations: Nordic, East-Baltic, Western, Eastern, and Dinaric. The atlas 

was a kind of guide to recognition - providing examples not only of pure but also of mixed 

races. for example, members of the Dinaric race (Illustrated here) were supposed, inter 

alia, to be tall with brown or black hair, have large noses, deep-set brown eyes, and a 

characteristic skull shape - but pictures aimed to capture what words and measurement 

criteria could not. In 1932, Gunther jOined the Nazi party, which celebrated and used his 

work. 
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conceit of racial-facial recognition. On the one side, there is a risk 
all such talk, from the metaphorical to the eugenic, will be 

assimilated to the war and holocaust. On the other side, it would 
be wrong to portray these metaphors as entirely incidental to the 
spread of group stereotypes by race classification during the first half 
of the twentieth century. Avoiding both Simplifications, one can 
nonetheless discern a narrowing of phYSiognomic sight from the 
1920s through the early 1940s, when it became increasingly de
scribed in terms of metaphors of racial recognition (used not just by 

far right50), in contrast to earlier applications of facial metaphors 
to everything from global plant distribution to meteorological 
trends. For many atlas makers before the Second World War, the 
atlas genre itself put such group stereotypes directly at hand, provid

a way of seeing that addressed the vexed and more general prob
lem of classification and Similarity. It is a mark of how loaded, how 
un-neutral, metaphors were that after the Second World War 
such race-distinguishing conceits were caught before pen met the 
page and rarely made it to print. 

Given the pervasiveness of atlases that relied on trained judg
ment, one could ask, Did the atlases foregrounding prepared judg
ment and the piecewise estimation of similarity differ simply in 
subject matter from earlier ones grounded in mechanical objectivity? 
Perhaps (it may be thought) the twentieth-century material in some 
way demanded trained judgment by its very nature, whereas the sub
ject matter of the nineteenth century required no more than the 
objectivity of machines. Yet there are nineteenth-century x-ray 
atlases that aspire to mechanical objectivity and twentieth-century 
x-ray atlases that rely on judgment while referring back to their 
forebears; there are nineteenth-century anatomical atlases espousing 
mechanical objectivity and altogether comparable twentieth-cen
tury anatomical atlases predicated on judgment and critical of their 
predecessors. Stellar-spectra atlases provide a perfect instance of this 
continuity of topic, despite a sharp break in the mode of categorical 
classification. As we have seen, the Morgan, Keenan, and Kellman 
atlas argued for judgment over objectivity, root and branch. Strik
ingly, however, the atlas that the three explicitly identified as their 
direct forerunner was the Henry Draper Catalogue of 1918, which 
quintessentially advocated the image-making goals of mechanical 
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objectivity. To make the contrast as sharp as possible, it is worth 
pausing to consider that predecessor volume. 

The stunning Henry Draper Catalogue included the classification 
of some 242,093 spectra from 222,000 stars. Labor history is not 
irrelevant, even - especially - in the observatory: routinizing and 
managing an enterprise of this scale linked scientific and industrial 
work. Mechanical proceduralism joined the laboratory to the fac
tory.S! The Henry Draper Catalogue was an opus designed from the 
outset to last forever: the preface even assured the reader that "vari
ous authorities" expected the paper itself to be "practically perma
nent." Edward Pickering (the director of the Harvard College 
Observatory) began that preface by saying, "In the development of 
any department of Astronomy, the first step is to accumulate the 
facts on which its progress will depend:' Nowhere did he expound 
on judgment as necessary to classify the spectra, on the absence of 
universal criteria of selection, or on the role of preconscious cogni
tion. Quite the contrary; Pickering's preface to the lIenry Draper 
Catalogue celebrated the use of scientific management and mechani
cal objectivity. These were so "automatic" that they could be suitably 
executed by a replaceable set of hardworking (female) assistants, of 
whom an average of five were at work at any given time over four 
years.S? 

The practice of employing women to do astronomical calculation 
and classification can be, and has been, read as a chapter in work
place labor history. 53 But it is more than that. First, in the nineteenth 
century, the very possibility of employing "unskilled" workers served 
as a tacit guarantee that data thus gathered were not the figment of 
a scientist's imagination or preexisting philosophical commitment 
as we saw in the case of Claude Bernard in Chapter Two. In this 
respect, the workers were identified with the machines, and, like the 
machines, in their "emptiness" they offered a transparency through 
which nature could speak. 54 Second, beyond their supposed "lack of 

" women workers were presumed to offer a "natural" predilec
tion away from the grand speculative tradition. Occasionally, in the 
context of mechanical objectivity, this presumption conveyed the 
highest praise. Annie Jump Cannon, who co-authored the great 
Henry Draper Catalogue with Edward Pickering, was hardly a "mere" 
computer - it was she who modified and rearranged the older star 
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spectrum classification (A, B, C, and so on) into the long-lived Har
vard system of spectral classification. It was also Annie Cannon who 
showed how these species could be rearranged to display the spectra 
in a continuous fashion. But it was precisely for her deliberate absti
nence from theory that she was esteemed by her contemporaries, as 
is clear from the characterization of her written in the year of her 
death, 1941: "Miss Cannon was not given to theorizing; it is probable 
that she never published a controversial word or a speculative 
thought. That was the strength of her scientific work - her classifica
tion was dispassionate and unbiased."55 (See figure 6.6.) 

Both the Henry Draper Catalo8ue of 1918 and Morgan, Keenan, 
and Kellman's 1943 atlas handled stellar spectra. But where the later 
authors saw the irreducible need for trained judgment, Pickering, 
Cannon, and their nineteenth-century staff viewed their ideal atlas 
as planted in the firm ground of scientific management and mechan
ical objectivity. So despite Morgan, Keenan, and Kellman's use of the 
Draper catalog - despite their similarity of subject - the framing of 

two projects was quite different. Here and elsewhere, mechani
cal objectivity and scientific management yielded to a new practice 
of sorting nature in which trained judgment, subjectivity, artisanal 
practice, and unconscious intuition all were heralded as vital to the 
scientific project of visual classification. The blind sight of mechani
cal objectivity was confronted with the physiognomic sight of 
trained judgment. 

Atlases of the mid- to late twentieth century, unlike those of the 
mid-nineteenth, began to be explicit about the need for subjectivity, 
as in the updated version (Normal Roent8en Variants that May Simu
late Disease, 1973) of Grashey's atlas, with which this chapter began. 
In his update, the author insisted on the subjectivity now needed for 
this kind of work: "The proof of the validity of the material pre
sented is largely subjective, based on personal experience and on the 

work of others. It consists largely of having seen the 
many times and of being secure in the knowledge that time has 
proved the innocence of the lesions:'56 Identifying the bounds of the 
normal spectrum required exquisite judgment and extensive clinical 
training. The new work built on Grashey's famous atlas, Atlas typis
che Ront8enbilder vom normalen Menschen (Atlas if 1jpical X-Rays if 
Norma] People) which had been an early call for interpreted images, 
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Fig. 6.6. Spectral Workers. Helen Leah Reed, "Women's Work at the Harvard Observatory," 

New England Magazine 6 (1892), p. 166. This photograph, taken at the Harvard College 

Observatory shows Annie Jump Cannon (far right) with colleagues in the room devoted 

to Draper Memorial work. Inter alia, these women astronomers and astronomical workers 

contributed fundamentally to the Henry Draper Catalogue, which classified almost a 

quarter of a million stellar spectra. 
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by means of which the author sought to impart to his readers a sense 
of the limits of the normal. To Grashey, as we saw, his radiograms 
were "wanted posters" that told the radiologist where the territory 
of the pathological began.57 Again, one sees interpreted, exemplary 
images analogized to the recognition of the 

As the star atlases indicate, there is nothing specifically medical 
about the strategy of trained judgment. Indeed, in particle physics 
one finds the same kind of argument as that advocated by the x-ray 
master Grashey: atlases exist to teach the range of what is known in 
order to highlight the unusual. In physics, however, the "pathologi
cal" is equivalent to the rare and unknown species of particles, and 
the "normal" becomes the known instances of particle production 
and decay. P.M.S. Blackett, one of the great British cloud-chamber 
physicists, wrote the foreword to George Rochester's 1952 cloud 
chamber atlas (see figure 6.7), in which he put it this way: "An 
important step in any investigation using [the visual techniques] is 
the interpretation of a photograph, often of a complex photograph, 
and this involves the ability to recognize qUickly many different 
types of sub-atomic events. To acquire skill in interpretation, a pre
liminary study must be made of many examples of photographs of 
the different kinds of known events. Only when all known types of 
event can be recognized will the hitherto unknown be detected:'58 

Learning to recognize the scientifically novel was a matter of 
training the eye, whether to pick malignant lesions from normal 
variations or to extract a kaon from a background of pions. Key con
cepts included acquired skill, interpretation, recognition. Whether 
one was dealing with pions, skulls, stellar spectra, heartbeats, 
or brain waves, the problem was the same. Scientists, whether they 
were analyzing stellar spectra, x-rayed skulls, or cloud-chamber 
images had no faith that pictures could be sorted automatically: the 
edict of mechanical objectivity to abstain from all interpretation 
turned out to be sterile. According to an increasing number of mid
twentieth-century atlas makers, more than the mechanical produc
tion and use of images would be needed. Only images interpreted 
through creative assessment - often intuitive (but trained) pattern 
recognition, gUided experience, or holistic perception - could be 
made to signify. Only through individual, subjective, often uncon
scious judgment could pictures transcend the silent obscurity of 
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Fig. 6.7. V-Particle Decay. G.D. Rochester and J.G. Wilson, Cloud Chamber Photographs 

of the Cosmic Radiation (New York: Academic Press, 1952), pI. 103, p. 102: Cloud 

chamber image by George Rochester and C.C. Butler (originally published in Nature in 

1947). This particle, known as the va, is neutral, so only its decay particles are visible

as an opening "V"-shaped track a few millimeters below the horizontal plate, to the right 

of the main shower. The authors argued that this was the spontaneous decay of a neutral 

particle for three reasons: first, the opening angle is too wide (67 degrees) to be an 

electron-positron pair, and moreover, if the track was due to an ordinary collision, other 

events like this one should have been seen by the hundreds originating in the (much 

denser) plate, second, an interaction in the gas should have produced a recoiling parti

cle, third, energy and momentum conservation exclude the possibility of the by-then

well known pion and muon decays. Consequently, the authors conCluded that this was, in 

fact, a new particle, the first of what came to be known as "strange" particles. 
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their mechanical form. Only the judging eye could pluck the patho
logical lesion or the previously ambiguous particle track from the 
tangled pictorial world of "normal variations:' Mechanical objectiv
ity fell short. 

The Art ofJudgment 
Bearing in mind twentieth-century demand for judgment of 
images from skulls and electroencephalograms to stellar spectra 
and cloud-chamber images - we can now return, with surprisingly 
different conclusions, to the relation of scientist or research physi
cians to their illustrator-artists. Take surgery. In the mid- to late 
nineteenth century, as we have seen, a snowballing number of scien
tists pathologists, microscopists, snowflake hunters, and splash 
physicists - swore that they policed every line. every dab of color for 
accuracy, or sought the photographic as an explicit means of avoiding 
the need for such surveillance. The contrast with new. judgment
invoking procedures of the mid-twentieth century could not be 
starker. In his 1968 Atlas cifPrecautionary Measures in General Suraery. 
the thoracic and general surgeon Ivan D. Baronofsky reported, with
out apology, on the active measures taken by "his" illustrator, Daisy 
Stilwell, "one of the finest artists in the medical field:' He added: 
"Miss Stilwell is a superb interpreter. It would have been simple 
her merely to act as a camera, but instead she brought out the fea-. 
tures that justified the picture:'S9 In the nineteenth century. for a sci
entific illustrator to be likened to a camera was compliment of the 
highest sort. The artist's autonomy and interpretive moves were 
powerful threats to the representational endeavor, threats the cam
era and vigilant "policing" alone could quell. For Baronofsky, to be a 
"mere" camera now carried only opprobrium. To able to inter
pret was the key; judgment made it possible for Stilwell to sort the 
significant from the background, which "justified the picture:' Mere 
camera-enabled naturalism was too blunt to reveal what the atlas 
makers and readers wanted to see. 60 

Baronofsky was not alone. John L. Madden's 1958 Atlas r:f Tech
nics in Suraery did not hesitate to underline just how far representa
tion stood from the surgical theater: "In illustrations, the incisions 
never bleed and the clamps and ligatures on the cystic and superior 
thyroid arteries never unlock or slip off. Furthermore, postoperative 
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complications do not occur and there are no fatalities:' Bloody inci
sions and slipping ligatures were the human side of the operating 
room, and Madden sought to join hospital-floor pragmatic realism 
to a representational realism founded on judgment. In the prepara
tion of Madden's atlas, the importance of having the medical artist 
present at each operation was stressed. Only in this way could the 
illustrations include both anatomic realism and the informed inter
pretation of the artist. Therefore, only those operations that were 
witnessed by the medical artist were depicted.61 In pursuit of this 
"anatomic realism," the artist would sometimes observe three or 
four surgical procedures, with the goal of obtaining a logical visual 
exposition with no "jumps." To secure that realism, Madden (like 
Baronofsky) was perfectly willing. to eschew the mechanical objec
tivity of the camera, and he was enthusiastic about the adoption 
the "medical artist" whose interpretation offered an accuracy that 
more automatic (camera-like) procedures could not match. 

No rigid "policing" of the artist, it seemed, was desirable in these 
various twentieth-century atlases. (Contrast Madden and Baronof
sky with Johannes Sobotta, whose famous turn-of-the-century anat
omy atlas denounced woodcuts as not "true to life" preCisely because 
they left "entirely too much to the discretion of the wood engraver" 
- a discretion that photomechanical reproduction would stop cold.62 ) 

As Madden and Baronofsky insisted, it was exactly the artist's 
to extract the salient that rendered a depiction useful. 

It must be kept in view that the identification of the salient by the 
trained anatomist, surgeon, or scientific illustrator is far from the 
metaphysical "truth-to-nature" image extracted by the sage observer. 
Goethe, Jean Cruveilhier, Albinus, and Samuel von Soemmerring did 
not use exaggeration or highlighting to facilitate recognition, classifi
cation, or diagnosis - nor were they struggling to eliminate an instru
ment-produced artifact. They were after a truth obscured by the 
infinitely varied imperfections of individual appearance. Emphasis in 
the interest of operational success is a long way from perfection in the 
interest of metaphysical truth. The exercise of a highly trained judg
ment after objectivity - in response to its perceived shortcomings 
is quite a different matter from drawing to unearth an ideal in 
the years before protocol-driven mechanical objectivity reared its 
hear!. 
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One 1954 atlas explicitly celebrated the choice to maintain draw
ings over actual x-ray photographs in pursuit of this operational and 

"The Dublisher has done well to retain the 
~ can show so much better the features 

one is trying to emphasize than the best chosen original roentgeno-
And of course it is such ideal abstractions of sought-for morbid 

that one carries in one's mind as one searches the fluoro
scopic screen for diagnostic signS:'63 Interpolation, highlighting, 
abstraction - all were subtle interventions needed to elicit meaning 
from the object or process, and to convey that meaning - to teach 
expertise - through the representation. Images shaped by experi
enced judgment are neither those of truth-to-nature nor those of 
mechanical objectivity. 

Even when the object itself is as unchanging as the visible face of 
the moon, accurate representation was a task of monumental diffi
culty for these postmechanical atlas makers. Astrophotography, which 
by 1960 was far more sophisticated than Percival Lowell could have 
imagined, in no way ended the problem. In 1961, V.A. 
lished his Moon Atlas (see figures 6.8 and 6.9), and the 
extracting realism from the vagaries of moment-to-moment astro

appearances were all too apparent. Expert judgment could 
not be eliminated, even when it came to depicting something as self
evidently "out there" as the moon. (Firsoff, an older member of the 
British Astronomical Association, later had to backpedal in high gear 
when photographs taken from Apollo spacecraft canceled some of 
the "volcanic" peaks he had drawn in the middle of craters.) Firsoff 
was blunt about the limits of any purely mechanical procedure get
ting right the surface of the moon: "Nobody who has not himself 
attempted to map the Moon can appreciate the difficulties involved 
in such a programme. The lights and shadows shift with the phase 
and lib ration and can alter the appearance, even of a clear-cut forma
tion, almost beyond recognition. Thus every has to be studied 
under different illuminations and a true Dicture of the surface relief 

up step by step. To some extent the result must be one of 
individual jude:ment. 

the pictures 
constructed from the world need not correspond in form to some
thing one has actually seen - or even could see, were one to be 
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to be much or smaller than our human 
maps, example, use the visual to 

express a phenomenon that may otherwise be presented in tabular 
form. For the physical sciences, such nonmimetic representations as 
tables serve frequently in all branches of theoretical and experimen
tal work: these illustrations are often the highly processed output 
of a computer that has not only stored reams of data but also manip
ulated them in controllable ways. When Robert Howard, Vaclav 
Bumba, and Sara F. Smith composed their Atlas C!f Solar Magnetic 
Fields, published in 1967 (see figure 6.10), they had to choose how 
much to "smooth" the data as they grappled with different observa
tions. Even here in this heartland of astrophysiCS, the role of objec
tivity was frankly contested by a.subjectivism tied to the h"O~TioTJ... 
century emphasis on judgment and 

in the handling of the magnetograms has made 
us cautious in our approach to their interpretation. but for those unfa
miliar with the instrument the variation in the quality of the observa
tions can be a great handicap. For this reason we decided that the best 
way to make the information available was in the form of synoptic 
charts, which represent a somewhat smoothed form of the data. 

Inevitably many decisions had to be made concerning what were or 
were not real features on the magnetograms. Naturally there is a certain 
subjective quality to these charts.66 

These "subjective" decisions about what was real were explicitly 
active; they were just the sort of intervention that had no place 
within the nineteenth-century scientific self, with its obsession with 
the self-discipline needed to create the possibility of 
tion. In this atlas, unlike those of the Gibbses and Morgan and his 

learning to Classify the image 
the image itself. Trained judgment was 

to make the image useful at all. 
Gerhart S. Schwarz (from the Chronic Disease Center of New 

York Medical College), collaborating with Charles R. Golthamer (of 
Van Nuys, California), also had an active, artistic conception of' pic
torial production. As an eighteen-year-old, Golthamer (then called 
Karl Goldhamer) had served in the Austrian army and had been at 
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Fig. 6.B. Judging the Moon. V.A. Firsoff, Moon Atlas (London: Hutchinson, 1961), third 

quadrant map (note south at top, west on left). What could be more "objective" than 

a photograph of the moon -and what more timely than an accurate map when planning 

was getting under way for astronauts to walk there? Yet for Firsoff, it was as plain as 

a lunar day that the varying light conditions on the moon made photographs highly prob

lematic and an interpreted drawing a better, more faithful representation. (Please see 

Color Plates.) 

Fig. 6.9. The Moon of a Practiced Eye. V.A. Firsoff, Moon Atlas (London: Hutchinson, 

1961), pI. 7. This photograph, reproduced by Firsoff, was taken, with the Palomar 

Observatory's 200-inch telescope, of the Clavi us region. Even with a photograph, the 

author made it clear that only a "practiced geological eye" could detect the "swarm of 

parallel faults" that lay between craters Gruemberger and Klaproth above the main 

plain of Clavi us. 



Fig. 6.10. Sun, Corrected. Robert Howard, Vaclav Bumba, and Sara F. Smith, Atlas of 

Solar Magnetic Fields, August 1959-June 1966 (Washington, DC, Carnegie Institute, 

1967) (courtesy of the Observatories of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, DC). In 

this magnetogram, the authors actively modified the image itself-to remove artifacts 

(that which was not "real"). But this "smoothing," as the authors dubbed it, was not in 

any way meant to claim for the atlas images an ideal (metaphysical) status-the authors 

still wanted their chart to be an image not of the sun's fields in the abstract but of the 

particular rotation of the sun measured in the late summer of 1959 - minus instrumental 
artifacts. (Please see Color Plates.) 

the front during the opening salvos of the First World War, and it 
was not long before his leg was smashed by shrapnel. In part because 
of his wartime experiences, he began studying medicine; he rose 

through the ranks of the Department of Anatomy at the Uni
versity of Vienna, In 1930-1931, he published a two-volume atlas, 
Normal Anatomy ifthe Head as Seen by X-ray, which appeared in four 
languages. By the mid-1930s, he was in charge of all pediatric radiol
ogy in all the municipal hospitals of Vienna and had some fifty arti
cles to his credit. None of this protected him. After the 1938 German 
Anschluss of Austria, Golthamer was thrown into the Dachau concen
tration camp, and only by dint of his war service and wounds was 
"conditionally" released - and given just days to get out of the coun
try. Just before his time ran out, putting him at risk of instant rear
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rest, he obtained an exit visa. For his part, Schwarz had studied with 
Golthamer in Vienna in the 1930s and had gathered, modified, and 
published an updated version of a radiographic wall chart first put 
out by Rudolf Grashey in the 1930s.67 

Schwarz and Golthamer teamed up to produce a 1965 Rontgen 
atlas of the human skull. By this time, the authors argued, the disci
pline had advanced to the point where familiarity with normal skull 
radiology could be simply assumed as background knowledge: now 
radiologist. orthopedic surgeon, dental surgeon, neurologist. neuro
surgeon, otolaryngologist, and forensic specialist needed exposure 
to the normal variants and pseudolesions that could "vex" even the 
expert. Several simultaneous demands made the task complex. First, 
the radiologists wanted to reproduce radiographs such that they 
actually looked like the originals, with prints of actual size or even 
larger than life. Back in 1930, Golthamer had solved the difficulty of 
reproducing the image so the copy resembled the individual by brute 
force: he had printed each image with a photographic contact print 
on bromide paper and had them stitched into the atlas by hand. Even 
if this craft procedure had been economically feasible in the United 
States of the 1960s (which it was not), the goal of the atlas had shifted. 
Second. Golthamer and Schwarz wanted more than a mere repro
duction of a "normal" radiograph in facsimile. They were after more 
- "a theoretical composite of many different skulls, containing more 
than one hundred variants and pseudo-lesions on each printed plate:' 
These two constraints - the necessity of resemblance and theoretical 
compositeness - threatened to overwhelm any possible text.6S 

Schwarz writes, "It was then that Dr. Golthamer suggested that 
we might reproduce all radiographs by hane!." Even though the x-rays 
already existed, drawings, deliberately altered from the original, 
would be created. It was a move that was unimaginable seventy-five 
years earlier. After the struggle to extract a photograph of Mars, 
could Lowell conceivably have reverted to a hand-produced image if 
he had had a sharp photograph available? Realism (in this mid-twen
tieth-century context) aimed not at reflexive correspondence of 
nature with reproduction, but at the half-tone drawing that inter
preted particular radiographs.69 Golthamer, although he was (by his 
own account) "an expert painter with many awards to his credit," 
could not produce a "sufficiently realistic" rendering, nor could 
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Schwarz. Finally, with the aid of the director of the art department of 
the Columbia College of Physicians and Surgeons, they met with 
success; the volume represented the combined efforts of two other 
artists (Helen Speiden and Harriet E. Phillips). Once the artistic 
technique had been perfected, a more subtle set of concerns arose, 
issues that get at the very heart of the problem of objectivity as atlas 
makers came to celebrate intervention on the basis of a trained and 
training eye: 

The question as to how true to nature the image should be arose for 
more than one reason. Our initial intention was to make the plates look 

as "natural" as possible, depicting the normal variant, or pseudo-lesion, 

as true to its appearance on an actual radiograph as the artist's skill could 
achieve it. However, after our first plate had been drawn in this manner, 

we came to realize that painstaking copying of nature was not the pur

pose of drawings in an anatomic atlas. In many instances, a normal vari

ant, depicted "naturally," remained invisible except to the trained eye of a 

specialist who was familiar with the lesion to begin with. Reading the 

completely "natural" plates turned out to be an exercise in "rediscover

ing" lesions, rather than viewing them. Since a laborious search for 

lesions in an atlas was surely neither desirable nor practicable, this "nat

ural" manner of graphic presentation would have missed the point alto-

We became convinced that our atlas would gain proportionately 

in usefulness the more each lesion could be made to look so obvious that 

a reader would recognize it instantly and without 

To bring out the pseudolesions, the authors depicted the basic 
structures of the skull, such as the foramen lacerum, "naturally," but 
subdued them. The practice of judgment went like this. Schwarz and 
Golthamer received the hand-drawn facsimile radiographs, then 
inserted the lesions that interested them on an acetate overlay super
imposed on the picture. The artist then "reinterpreted" the drawings 
and produced a new acetate overlay that "blended with her original 
art work." Over and over, radiographers and artists iterated the 

"all lesions seemed to possess the desired appearance:'7! 
Had the image been produced "as it appears in a skull" (that is, 

had the original x-rays been copied objectively), the images would 
have obscured and overlapped lesions that were precisely the point 
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of interest. Had the images departed unrecognizably from the radi
ographs, they would have had no significance. So using "slight opti
cal distortion," the authors "overemphasized" normal variants and 
pseudolesions - only in this way could the radiologists be sure the 
important elements would be evident against a "de-emphasized" but 
recognizable background. "The lesson we learned in preparing 
plates for the atlas was that nature may be depicted realistically only 
by setting off the uncommon and unusual against the background of 
the 'natural' and common:'72 If one needed evidence that mechanical 
objectivity no longer could simply be assumed to be the first and 
only epistemic virtue, the virtue trumping all others, here it is: the 
"realistic," which these authors wanted, had become the enemy of 
"natural," which they subordinated (see figure 6.11). As Golthamer 
and Schwarz said, "We came to realize that painstaking copying of 
nature was not the purpose of drawings in an anatomic atlas." At 
these words, many mechanical objectivists would have revolted. 

The real emerged from the exercise of trained judgment. So 
while the mechanical transfer of object to representation may well 
be "natural," the natural was no longer the sole object of scientific 
desire. Differing both from the genial improvement of the "natural" 
object and from the objectivist's mechanical reproduction of the 
working object, the interpreted image - used in this way - is some
thing new. Manipulated to build on the natural, but structured to 
bring out specific features by means of expert understanding, the 
twentieth-century image embodies professional experience; it is pic
torial presentation by (and for) the trained eye. True, the older form 
of self-restrained mechanical objectivity lives on - as we saw in 
Henry Alsop Riley's 1960 polemic against the "artist's interpreta
tion" that stacked so poorly against the photograph, which was "the 

section." But throughout the mid-twentieth century, a new 
form of scientific visualization came to be photographed, pirinted, 
and written across sagas like these of magnetograms and x-rayed 
lesions. More and more scientists wanted an interpreting, phYSiog
nomic vision, not the blind sight of mechanical objectivity. 

Here, in the already interpreted image of figure 6.11, realism has 
been redefined. It has become a realism that forcefully takes already
existing photographs and replaces them with a photographically 
inflected artwork; this is a realism explicitly positioned against the 
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Fig. 6.11. Realism Versus Naturalism. Gerhart S. Schwarz and Charles R. Golthamer, 

Radiographic Atlas of the Human Skull: Normal Variants and Pseudo-Lesions (New York: 

Hafner, 1965), pI. 1 (reproduced by permission of Harriet E. Phillips). Unlike a 19305 

atlas by Golthamer that had original photographs stitched into each copy, this atlas used 

hand-painted prints and transparent overlays that were (as the authors put it) a "theo

retical composite." More than one hundred variants and pseudo-lesions could be found 

on each printed plate. Judgment was necessary not only in the radiographer-authors' 

choice of pseudo-lesions but also in creating the artwork-which, in this case, was done 

by Harriet E. Phillips, director of the art department of the College of Physicians and 

Surgeons, who did the line drawings, and Helen Erlik Speiden, who had "the manual 

skill" to execute the half-tone drawings so that in reproduction they would resemble 
original radiographs. (Please see Color Plates.) 

automaticity of unvarnished photographic naturalism, mechan
objectivity. In making their claim, Schwarz and Golthamer re

situated the nature of depiction; the whole project of nineteenth
century mechanically underwritten naturalism suddenly seemed 
deeply inadequate. for the to be purely "natural" was for it to 
become, ipsofacto, as obscure as the nature it was supposed to depict: 
a nightmare reminiscent of Borges's too-lifelike map. Only by high
lighting the oddities against a visual background of the normal could 
anyone learn anything from the sum of Schwarz and Golthamer's vast 
labor of compilation. 

Golthamer and Schwarz wrote, disarmingly, that it was only after 
painstaking efforts to depict nature as it was that they "discovered" 
that the "purpose" of their atlas was to achieve realism, not natural
ism. Their discovery was qualitatively unlike the unearthing of a new 

or the recognition of a never-seen star. Yet it was just as surely 
a discovery, one that turned inward to reconstruct not only the kind 
of evidence they would allow but also the kind of persona that they 
as scientists would need to have. Instead of wanting to create trans
parent vehicles for the transport of forms from nature to the reader, 
the scientist now aspired to another ideal, one in which an expert, 
trained eye counted for more than a mechanical hand. To understand 

"discovery" Golthamer and Schwarz had made - to see it re
peated over and again, as judgment supplemented objectivity - is to 
realize just how impossible the interpreted image would have been 
in the blind sight of mechanical objectivity. 

Practice.5 and the Scientific Self 
to worker to trained expert; reasoned image to mechanical 
to interpreted image. This epigram, albeit too schematic, joins 

the epistemological history of the image to the ethical epistemology 
of the author-scientist. More enters with the interpreted image than 
what stands on the page. At the beginning of the twentieth century, 
a new kind of opportunity appeared for scientists to cultivate a 
different kind of scientific self. Poincare, in his Valeur de Ja science 

Value C!f Science, 1905), put enormous emphasis on the role 
of intuition as a tool of discovery in science. Some mathematicians, 
he wrote, work through logic, through analysis, through a kind 
of extended arithmetic. The other group - not separated by field 
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of work or even by education (according to PoincanS)-was all for 
physical reasoning, visual depiction, immediate grasp. These "sen
sual" intuitionists manifested the difference in writing, in teaching, 
"in their very look." For Poincare, this contrast was never forgotten 
by anyone who had witnessed it - as he had in the contrast between 
an Ecole Poly technique colleague, the mathematician Joseph Bertrand, 
who specialized in analytical mechanics, probability, and thermo

and Charles Hermite, the much more formal algebraist 
from the College de France and the Sorbonne: "While speaking, M. 
Bertrand is always in motion; now he seems in combat with some 
outside enemy, now he outlines with a of the hand the fig
ures he studies. Plainly he sees and he is to paint, this is why he 
calls gesture to his aid. With M. Hermite, it is just the opposite; his 
eyes seem to shun contact with the world; it is not without, it is 
within he seeks the vision of truth:'73 

"Shunning" the world (as Hermite did) risked losing it alto
gether, as Poincare warned. "'What you gain in rigour: [philosophers 
say,] 'you lose in objectivity.'" Infallible science would come, or so it 
could be argued, only by isolating mathematics from the world it 
purportedly described. Pure spatial, physical intuition (of Bertrand's 

had much to offer mathematics but it could also be fooled by 
its weaker attachment to strict rigor. Only a logic inflected by the 
mathematical analogue of "seeing," "painting," and "gesturing" 
could lead forward. "The two kinds of intuition [logical and sensual] 
have not the same object and seem to call into play two different fac
ulties of our soul; one would think of two search-lights:'74 (Frege 
would no doubt have detested such a psychology of invention.) 

But many among Poincare's contemporaries increasingly took the 
nonprocedural, the intuitive, the immediate grasp as a crucial part of 
science - not just in the empirical world, but even, perhaps espe
cially, on the icy heights of mathematics. If processes were uncon
scious, that did not constitute a hindrance. On the contrary, the 
bright light of deliberate, logical, procedural work was insufficient, 
as Poincare emphasized when he recalled the hidden trials of the 
mind. The French mathematician Jacques Hadamard built on Poin
care's reflections when he wrote, to widespread acclaim, on the psy
chology of mathematical invention. He, too, stressed the unconscious 
as an inevitable part of the productive mathematical self. This was 
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not the aetalleu, articulated unconscious 
was no talk of drives, instincts, or the ego as 
id and reality principle. No Oedipal complexes here. The scientific 
unconscious was instead closer to the unconscious suggestibility that 
Pierre Janet found in his patients (the French psychiatrist could 
induce them to see or not see crosses marked on cards), or to the 
unconscious criteria for pattern recognition invoked by the Gestalt 

psychologists. 
Like his many predecessors who had invoked facial-racial recog

nition, Hadamard's central example was the unconscious pattern 
assessment employed in the recognition of a human visage. Here the 
mathematician's judgment joined that of the astronomer and the 
electroencephalographer. The scientific unconscious tries different 

invokes a myriad of hidden factors, joins them to
gether, and then seizes the right array. Approvingly, Hadamard quoted 
poincare: "The unconscious self 'is not purely automatic; it is capa

of discernment; it has tact, delicacy; it knows how to choose, to 
divine. What do I say? It knows better how to divine than the con
scious self, since it succeeds where that has failed."'7s 

This judging, unconscious-intuitive scientific self is a long way 
from a self built around the imperious wilL Nor was it a return to 
the fragmented self of the eighteenth-century savants. Though 
expert trained judgment, like truth-to-nature, stood in opposition 
to mechanical objectivity, trained judgment and truth-to-nature are 
far from identical. The atlas author of the twentieth century is a 
more adept version of the reader a trained expert - not a debased 
echo of the sage. To the reader-apprentice of the twentieth century, 
there was no need to rely on the guiding geniUS's qualitatively differ
ent sensibility. The Gibbses have been more familiar with the 
erratic markings of an electroencephalogram than the advanced 
medical student or up-to-date physician, but the 
encephalogram reader is promised 98 percent reading 
twelve short weeks. No part of self-confidence displayed 
is grounded in genius. The trained expert (doctor, physicist, astron
omer) grounds his or her knowledge in guided experience, not 
speCial access to reality. (Imagine Goethe promising his readers 
the ability to construct the ur-forms of nature after a Gibbs-like 
high-intensity training course.) Nor are the interpreted images that 
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judgment produces to be likened to the metaphysical images of an 
earlier age. Explicitly "theoretical," the new depictions not only in
vited interpretation once they were in place but also built inter
pretation into the fabric of the image - but they did so as an 
epistemic matter. Theirs were exaggerations meant to teach, to com
municate, to summarize knowledge, for only through exaggeration 
(advocates of the interpreted image argued) could the salient be 
extracted from the otherwise obscuring "naturalized" representa
tion. The extremism of iconography generated by expert judgment 
exists not to display the ideal world behind the real one but to allow 
the initiate to learn how to see and to know. 

Along with this conjoint history of scientific self and image comes 
a reshaping of the presupposed audience for the scientific work 
itself. For different reasons, both the reasoned and the objective 
images took for granted an epistemic passivity on the part of those 

viewed them. The reasoned image is authoritative because it 
depicts an otherwise hidden truth, and the objective image is author
itative because it "speaks for itself" (or for nature). But the inter
preted image demands more from its recipient, explicitly so. The 
oft-repeated refrain that one needs to learn to read the image ac
tively (with all the complexity that reading implies) also transforms 
an assumed spectator into an assumed reader. Both the maker and 
the reader of images have become more active, more dynamic, draw
ing on unconscious as well as conscious faculties to effect something 

more complex than a simple Manichaean struggle of the will 
between (good) receptivity and (dangerous) intervention. 

If the objective image is all nature, nothing of us, then oughtn't 
there to be (by antisymmetry) an image that is all us, no nature? There 
is. Hermann Rorschach produced his plates more or less exactly in 
the time period that trained judgment emerged as an epistemic 
virtue. Nowhere could the active, unconscious self be more evident 
in image making and using than in Rorschach's eponymous test. 
Having designed the test in the 1910s and early 1920s to explore 
very nature of perception, Rorschach systematically "scored" his 
patients' responses to standardized plates as a way of exploring their 
subjectivity. The contrast of the Rorschach test with the objective 
image is illuminating from all angles. His plates were standardized, 
"working objects"; he had a strict protocol for interrogating his 
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subjects on their associations to the ink-blots and grading their 
responses to them. Yet Rorschach designed his plates, at least osten
sibly, to be "random" that is, without any direct reference to the 
world - precisely so they would serve as the screen onto which the 
subject would make visible (objective) his or her pure subjectivity.76 

Rorschach's cards indeed, the whole test presupposed a cer
tain kind of self, precisely one marked by the presence of a charac
terizable and quasi-stable unconscious that could be defined by the 
particular ways the subject "read" the images: How much color? 
How much form? How much implied motion? And then, more 
specifically: What kinds of associations, which content, what role for 
the blank spaces, and much more. Like Poincare and Hadamard, 
Rorschach emphatically rejected the older idea that the cognitive 
and the affective were natural enemies; like them, he was committed 
to an unconscious, broadly and narrowly construed, that was a nec
essary and fundamental part of scientific work. Also like them, he 
was commited to the unconscious in a broad-church rather than sec
tarian manner - he drew importantly on recent work but was rigidly 
attached to no particular psychological system. 

Poincare had insisted that productive scientific work demanded 
that the two "searchlights" (conscious logic and unconscious intu

function together. Rorschach, equally committed to the idea 
of joining affect and cognition, put forward a related thought in his 
magnum opus, Psychodiasnostik (Psychodiasnostics, 1921): "Coartivity 
[constriction of affectJ is necessary if there is to be talent in the field 
of systematic scientific endeavor [but] maximum coartation leads to 
empty formalism and schematization."77 

Whether they were astronomers sorting spectrographs or physi
cians examining x-rays, whether they saw themselves as philosophers 
peering into science or mathematicians judging the roots of their 
inventions, early twentieth-century scientists reframed the scientific 
self. Increasingly, they made room in their exacting depictions for an 
unconscious, subjective element. Psychologists, meanwhile, were 

finding ways of measuring the deepest aspects of subjectivity 
against the grid of procedure and protocol. By the mid-twentieth cen
tury, objectivity and subjectivity no longer appeared like opposite 
poles; rather, like strands of DNA, they executed the complementary 
pairing that underlay understanding of the working objects of science. 
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